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ABSTRACT

The aging E-2C fleet is expected to be retired by the year 2015. In order to

provide Airborne Early Warning (AEW) for the battle group during the

transitional years and beyond, the design of a replacement aircraft must begin

soon. In order to conform with present day economic realities, one possible

configuration is a new airframe using the radar system and rotodome which

currently operates on the E-2C. Other likely requirements for a new AEW

aircraft includes a high-speed dash (M=0. 7-0.85) capability, an extended

mission time (up to 7.5 hours), turbofan engines, and an aircrew ejection

system.

The results of this design effort includes an investigation of a possible

configuration and the aerodynamics involved. Performance and Stability &

Control characteristics are also discussed briefly. Finally, a qualitative analysis

of the use of the E-2C's radar system on a new airframe will be presented.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this thesis is to provide an initial conceptual design for a

carrier-based Airborne Early Warning (AEW) aircraft that would replace the

E-2C. The AEW aircraft design is in response to a Proposed Request For

Proposal (Proposed RFP), which is based on the perceived need to replace the

E-2C. The Proposed RFP was prepared by C.F. Newberry after informal

discussions with several individuals including students, Naval Air Systems

Command (NAVAIRSYSCOM) staff, and other members of the E-2C community.

It is not an official document, but rather a general guideline for an AEW design.

The Proposed RFP is included as Appendix A. This chapter will provide some

introductory material necessary to understanding the issues involved in

designing any generic AEW aircraft. A description of a generic AEW mission

profile will be discussed. Additionally, a brief description of the method of

design will be presented.

A. BACKGROUND

1. Proposed Request For Proposal

With an increasingly aging E-2C fleet, the Navy has recently

recognized the need for a replacement AEW aircraft. In accordance with

present economic realities, the first objective is to provide a capable platform

that is cost effective. A "low risk airframe configuration" is most desired. A low



risk detection system is also desired. In order to satisfy the above objectives, a

Proposed RFP requirement is to include the existing 24-foot rotodome currently

being used on the E-2C in the new design.

In order to detect high-speed adversary aircraft as far from the battle

group as possible, and to quickly replace an aircraft with an inoperative

detection system, there is a requirement that a new AEW platform possess a

high speed dash (M=0.70-0.85) capability. The aircraft must also possess

excellent loiter characteristics in order to provide long periods of detection for

the battle group. A total unrefueled mission cycle time of 5.75 hours is required.

Additionally, an in-flight refueling capability is required to extend mission cycle

time.

The new AEW aircraft is required to provide direct self defense. It is

expected that two AIM-7 Sparrow-sized missiles would be mounted on wing

stations. Additionally, it is required that the aircraft possess chaff and flare

launchers. Also, there is a requirement for a crew ejection escape system.

Carrier Suitability requirements include total compatibility with all

CVN-68 (Nimitz class) carriers and subsequent, and a maximum takeoff weight

of 60,000 lbs. Also, in an effort to remove the hazards of spinning propellers on

the flight deck, a turbofan propulsion system is required. Table 1 outlines the

significant Proposed RFP requirements for the AEW aircraft.

2. AEW Mission Profile

The Proposed RFP specified some general mission requirements the

AEW aircraft must be able to accomplish. Also included is standard information



on essential mission parameters such as start, taxi, fuel reserves, etc. These

requirements were used along with a baseline knowledge of the AEW mission

to generate the mission profile shown in Figure 1. Mission parameters are

summarized in Table 2.

TABLE 1. PROPOSED RFP REQUIREMENTS

PROPOSED RFP TOPIC REQUIREMENT
High Speed Dash Mach = 0.70-0.85

Loiter 4.5 hrs at 250 NM from Carrier

Mission Cycle Time (no refuel) 5.75 hours

Mission Cycle Time (refuel) 7.50 hours

Detection Antenna Existing 24-Foot Rotodome
Propulsion Turbofan

Escape System Ejection

Maximum T/O Weight 60,000 lbs.

Carrier Suitability Total Compatibility w/ CVN-68 and

Subsequent

Carrier Launch Knots Wind Over Deck (WOD)
Carrier Arrestment Knots WOD

Single Engine Waveoff 500 ft./min. minimum

Weight Growth 4000 lbs. minimum

Limit Load Factor 3.0 g's

Self Defense 2 Missiles, Chaff, Flares

Cockpit High Visibility for Ship OPS



4*30 Loiter

Total Cycle Time:

5*45 (unrefuel)

7*30 (refueled)

High Speed Dash

(M=0.70-0.85)

Accel. &
Climb

approx. 250NM

Figure 1 . AEW Mission Profile

It should be noted that some of the performance parameters presented

in the Mach number, Distance, and Time columns in Table 2, are approximated

based on historical trends and past experience. A more detail estimation of

performance is provided in Chapter V.



TABLE 2. MISSION PARAMETERS

PHASE M
NO.

ALTITUDE
(FT)

DIS-

TANCE
(NM)

TIME TOTAL
TIME

POWER

Stan Taxi - 0+20 0+20 Idle

Takeoff 0.3 - - - Mil

Accel/Climb 0.5 0-35,000 35 0+20 0+40 Mil/Max

High Speed
Dash

0.78 35,000 250 0+30 1+10 Max/Mil

Loiter 0.45 35,000 - 4+30 5+40 A/R

Descent 0.7 35,000-

5,000

35 0+10 5+50 Idle

Recovery 0.7-

0.2

5,000-0 ~ 0^15 6+05 A/R

Also note that by choosing a specific Mach number for the high speed

dash phase, the first design decision was made. The Mach number range

given in the Proposed RFP was too broad. The upper end of the Mach number

range seemed a little too high (M=0.85), particularly from the standpoint of drag

divergence. On the other hand, the lower end of the range (M=0.70) seemed a

little too low from the standpoint of design technology. It was decided that a

mid-range Mach number (M=0.78) was the maximum realistic speed to which

this AEW aircraft could be designed.

B. DESIGN STRATEGY

As previously mentioned, the primary purpose of this research was to

provide a first iteration on a conceptual design only. As such, the areas of

research are directly proportional to the areas of emphasis given in the

Proposed RFP. The focus of this research will be on the aircraft configuration



and the resulting aerodynamics. Performance and Stability & Control will also

be discussed briefly. Some of the topics addressed in preliminary design books

such as References (1) and (2) are outside the scope of this research. Such

topics include propulsion, structures, and cost analysis. A more complete

design effort is possible only after an entire design team is assembled.

The primary objective during the design process was to remain focused on

what the customer (NAVAIRSYSCOM) might desire in a AEW aircraft. This

design approach, known as Quality Function Deployment (QFD), seems

obvious but is a new concept to most design teams. QFD will be discussed in

detail in Chapter II.

In order to avoid "reinventing the wheel" and to keep costs down,

characteristics of proven aircraft with similar missions (i.e., E-2C, S-3A, EA-6B)

were evaluated, and integrated into this AEW aircraft design. The overall

philosophy was to keep the AEW aircraft design as simple, and as conventional

as possible. Design techniques and equations were used in accordance with

conventional design books such as References (1) and (2). Also, computer

programs such as MATLAB and EXCEL were used as much as possible to

rapidly complete future iterations. The programs are included as appendices.

The equations in each computer program are referenced with the appropriate

book and equation number, in order to assist any follow-on work to this thesis.



II. PRE-DESIGN ANALYSIS

It is widely understood that the further along a product is in its design

process, the less design freedom the engineer enjoys. Therefore before any

design process begins, it is imperative that the customer's desires and

parameter constraints be thoroughly analyzed. This chapter will examine the

specifics of QFD, and the constraints placed on the AEW aircraft.

A. QUALITY FUNCTION DEPLOYMENT (QFD)

Because of the present realities of fierce global competition, major

companies throughout the world are searching for creative ways to produce

high quality products at competitive prices. For governments on tight budgets,

the commitment to high quality and low cost has also become increasingly

important. The results of these realities have been numerous quality-based

management, engineering, and design philosophies. Some of these

philosophies include Deming's Total Quality Management (TQM), Taguchi's

Parameter Design Method, and Mitsubishi's Quality Function Deployment

(QFD). It has been these kinds of quality-oriented philosophies that have made

Japanese industries so successful. Because these strategies are

complementary, the more general term of QFD will be used for the purpose of

this discussion.



As noted in Reference (3), it is extremely difficult (and costly) to implement

quality into a product that has already been designed. Therefore in order to

design a quality product, it is imperative that before a preliminary design

process begins, sufficient time must be spent on the issue of product quality.

From the standpoint of QFD, the answer to the question "What is Quality?" is

simple-quality is providing what the customer wants! Reference (4) provides a

more formal definition--"Quality is the loss a product causes to society after

being shipped, other than any losses caused by its intrinsic functions". The

purpose of QFD is to investigate what the customer wants in detail, and then

translate those desires into engineering and design decisions.

The result of implementing QFD speaks for itself. As Reference (5) points

out, Toyota Auto Body reduced costs by 61% after implementing QFD.

Reference (6) notes that an unspecified Japanese automaker with QFD takes

32 months from first design to finish a car, while it takes 60 months for a U.S.

automaker without QFD! These results were accomplished because of a

commitment to begin the design process only after extensive customer research

was completed. Once the design process was underway, the need for design

changes became almost non-existent, because the customer's desires were

already known. Figure 2 is reproduced from Reference (5) and graphically

illustrates the difference in the design philosophies between two automobile

companies. The lesson to be learned is clear— if more time and money are

spent investigating customer desires before the design process begins, more

time and money will be saved in the long run, and product quality will be higher.

8
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Figure 2 Results of QFD [Ref. 5]

In terms of an AEW aircraft design, a preliminary QFD analysis was

performed based on the customer's (NAVAIRSYSCOM's) perceived desires

expressed in the Proposed RFP. These desires, commonly referred to as

Customer Attributes (CAs), were then numerically prioritized in accordance with

the relative importance given them in the Proposed RFP. Based on the

customer attributes and their relative importance, a House Of Quality (HOQ) was

constructed. The HOQ is a matrix-type figure that puts customer attributes into a

format that is usable by both engineering and management. The HOQ is shown

in Figure 3.

Several items should be mentioned in the construction and use of the

HOQ. As was previously mentioned, CAs were ranked according to the relative



importance given them in the Proposed RFP. The Relative Importance (Rl) is an

integral part of the HOQ because it is a constant reminder to both management

and engineering of their priorities. The Rl is a major tool for making design

decisions.
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Ejection Capability 1 - - - -"

Existing Rotodorne 6 - - - - - -- - - 4 -

In-Flight Refueling 9 - - - - 4 - - -

Takeoff Weight 8 4 4 "- 4 4 - 4 - - -

Turbofan Engines 5 4 - - 4 44

Number of Crew II - - - - - " 4 4

High Speed Dash 2 * 4* 4 - 4 4 - 4 " -

Max. Endurance Loiter 3 * 4 4 44 44 44 44 4 4 " -

Max Sustained Load 15 4 4 - 44 4 - 4 - -

Self Defense 10 4 4 -
4 - 4 4 -" -

Figure 3. House of Quality
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Note that Figure 3 shows CAs vs. Engineering Characteristics (ECs). The

CAs can be considered the "what" portion of the HOQ while the ECs can be

thought of as the "how" portion. This is because the CAs communicate what

needs to be accomplished while the ECs tell us how they can be

accomplished. Reference (5) points out that, "Engineering Characteristics

should describe the product in measurable terms and should directly affect

customer perceptions". Thrust-to-Weight ratio (T/W) for example, is clearly

measurable and it will directly affect how the customer perceives the product in

terms of its performance characteristics. Also note that shown with each EC is a

plus or minus sign. This communicates to the engineer what should ideally be

accomplished with a particular EC. For example, the Weight EC is followed by a

minus sign because the objective is to keep weight as low as practical.

The central matrix portion of Figure 3 is the primary vehicle in which CAs

and ECs communicate. As Reference (5) notes, it is in this central matrix that

ECs that affect particular CAs are identified, and relationships between them

are established. For example, there is a positive relationship between low

Weight (EC) and maximum Endurance loiter (CA). In other words, all other

things being constant, the lower the weight the longer the loiter time. Once this

matrix is completed, the engineer will have a better idea of how to proceed in

terms of the design process.

Another significant part of the HOQ is the characteristic roof. The roof is

used to establish relationships between various ECs. For example, there is a

negative relationship between low weight and higher Fuel Volume. Like the

1 1



central matrix, the completed roof helps the engineer make the necessary

decisions in the design process, by balancing these relationships.

The HOQ shown in Figure 3 is only the first in a series of four or more

HOQs that can be used to communicate the customer's desires through to the

actual manufacturing process. Figure 4 is reproduced from Reference (5) and

shows an example of how these HOQs might be related and how CAs trigger a

series of decisions made through to manufacturing. Note that the "how" portion

of each HOQ becomes the "what" portion of the next HOQ. The subsequent

HOQs in the series would necessarily be generated after future iterations in the

design process. It is difficult for example, to examine the characteristics of

specific parts while still in the conceptual phase.

1 III

HOUSi
of quauty

nuns
DfPbOYMDfT

PVOCfSS
PLANNING

PRODUCTION
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Figure 4. Linked HOQs [Ref. 5]
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It should be emphasized that the HOQ shown in Figure 3 is preliminary. It

is based on the preliminary requirements given in the Proposed RFP.and is

primarily used for setting design priorities. Before the AEW aircraft design goes

beyond the conceptual phase, detailed marketing research should be

conducted to investigate what the customer wants. The research should

include a survey of all the customers including NAVAIRSYSCOM, aircrew, and

maintenance personnel. The research should be a study of likes and dislikes of

even the smallest details of an AEW aircraft. For example, questions on the

operation of the external door, or the location of a parking brake, etc., should be

included when questioning customers. This research would then generate

many series of HOQs.

The QFD strategy cannot be overemphasized in the aircraft design

process. Although the process may seem time consuming and wasteful at first,

a properly implemented QFD program will result in enormous long run benefits

to both the aircraft company and the customer. Within the scope of this

research, only aircraft companies with fully implemented QFD programs should

be considered for development of the AEW aircraft.

B. CONSTRAINT ANALYSIS

Before the actual design process can begin, it is necessary to evaluate two

of the aircraft's characteristics. These characteristics are T/W and Wing

Loading (W/S). A series of performance equations may be derived in which

T/W is expressed as a function of W/S. These equations are derived in

13



Reference (7). Equation constants are obtained from performance

characteristics provided in the Proposed RFP. For a range of W/S, a range of

T/W may be generated for each equation. The equations are then graphed on a

single constraint plot. The plot graphically depicts a solution space. Any T/W-

W/S combination may be selected within that space. Obviously, some T/W-W/S

combinations will be better than others. For example, suppose a constraint

analysis on an aircraft reveals that lowest T/W in the solution space is 0.25.

This means the aircraft can perform the required mission at a T/W = 0.25. It

would be illogical to choose a T/W = 0.50 even though it is also within the

solution space. It should be noted that although the constraint plot is primarily a

pre-design tool, it may be used throughout the design process. As more

knowledge of the design is known, more exact iterations of the constraint plot

may be generated. It should also be pointed out that the constraint analysis

need not be limited to performance equations only. For example, if a valid

expression for maintainability in terms of T/W and W/S is found, it should also

be included as part of the constraint analysis.

In order to keep future iterations simple, a computer program was written in

MATLAB, based on the performance equations derived in Reference (7). The

complete program is included as Appendix B. All equations in Reference (7)

applicable to the AEW mission were used with the exception of takeoff and

landing performance. Expressions presented in Reference (1) were used for

takeoff and landing performance because of their simplicity and their more

conservative results. Performance equation constants were obtained from

14



performance characteristics provided in the Proposed RFP and from a baseline

knowledge of the AEW mission. The results of the AEW constraint analysis is

shown in Figure 5.

60 80 100

Wing Loading (W/S)

KEY 1) High Speed Dash at M=0. 78 & 35K ft -«> '__'

2) Max Endurance at M=0 45 & 35K ft. -->

3) Constant Speed Climb at M-0.41 & 1 5K ft ==> x x

4) Sustained g' Turn at 2g's & 20K ft ==> ' '

5) Level Accel Run at 35K ft. ==> o o

6) Takeoff Performance (Nlcolal) > '* *"

7) Landing Performance (Nlcolal) ==> T

8) Maintainability (MMH/FH=30) -=>

Figure 5. AEW Constraint Analysis

The solution space is the outlined upper center portion of the graph. Note

the relatively flat bottom of the solution space. This flat bottom is most fortuitous

because it allows a certain degree of design freedom. For a relatively low

15



T/W of 0.46, a W/S anywhere between 55 and 116 lbs/ft? can be chosen.

Because of wing area limitations for carrier operations however, the W/S for an

aircraft of this size is typically between 70 and 1 1 6 lbs/ft2

Also note that the constraint plot includes a maintainability line. The line is

the result of a equation derived in an unpublished paper by C.F. Newberry. The

equation is the result of a linear curve fit of data from 25 different aircraft. It

should be noted that there are limitations in the application of this equation.

First, none of the aircraft for which data was supplied are Navy aircraft. Navy

aircraft traditionally have different Mean Man Hours/Flight Hour (MMH/FH) rates

than other aircraft. Second, a general trend should not be assumed using 25

very different aircraft. These aircraft ranged from T-38's to 747's. Although the

validity of the maintainability line may be suspect, it should be investigated in

greater detail, using a larger database of aircraft similar to the aircraft being

designed. The current maintainability equation may be used in the constraint

analysis, but only as long as its impact is integrated in a reasonable fashion.

16



III. AEW CONFIGURATION

This chapter will discuss the initial conceptual design for the AEW aircraft.

A description of the aircraft will be provided along with the rationale behind

various design decisions. An initial weight & balance evaluation will also be

discussed. Finally, an analysis of the AEW aircraft with various carrier suitability

requirements will be performed.

A. AIRCRAFT DESCRIPTION

1 . Introduction

The purpose of this section is to provide a brief description of the

external aircraft configuration, and to provide justification for some design

choices. Not all configuration characteristics of the aircraft will be discussed in

this section however. Aircraft characteristics directly related to aerodynamics

will be discussed in Chapter IV. These characteristics include planform

selection, airfoil selection, and high lift devices.

2. General

The AEW aircraft design is shown in Figure 6. The aircraft is designed

to hold a crew of four and will be powered by twin turbofan engines. Crew

seating will be arranged in a dual-tandem configuration. Large cockpit

windows will allow better visibility for carrier (CV) launch and recovery

operations. The rotodome antenna will be supported by the existing rotodome

17
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pylon. Also, in order to satisfy CV requirements, the rotodome retraction system

that was operational on early E-2's must be used. Twin vertical stabilizers will

be mid-mounted at either end of the horizontal stabilizer. A total fuel weight

estimate of 14000 pounds was based on fuel volume calculation procedures set

forth in Reference (8). It should be noted that this iteration of the aircraft design

includes no composite materials. Significant aircraft dimensions are presented

in Table 3.

3. Specific Component Description

a. Engines

Although a detailed study of the propulsion system was outside

the scope of this design effort, an initial analysis of the required engine

performance was made. In order to meet the mission requirements of high-

speed dash and long time loiter, it is clear that a high-bypass turbofan engine

with a low Thrust Specific Fuel Consumption (TSFC) is required. Assuming an

initial takeoff weight of approximately 55,000 lbs. and a T/W = 0.46, the thrust

per engine requirement is approximately 12,700 lbs. As shown in Reference

(9), the technology for such an engine already exists. Two operational engines

with characteristics similar to those required for the AEW aircraft, are presented

m Table 4. Further design iterations should include an investigation into the

feasibility of using an upgraded version of the General Electric (GE) TF34-GE-

400A engine in the AEW aircraft.

19



TABLE 3. AEW AIRCRAFT DIMENSIONS

CHARACTERISTIC DIMENSION
Body Length 55 ft.

Body Diameter 8 ft.

Body Fineness Ratio (L/D) 6.875

Wing Span 72 ft.

Wing Area 639 ft2

Wing Loading (W/S) Approx. 85 Ib/ft2

Wing Sweep (leading edge) 21 degrees

Wing Thickness Ratio (t/c) 0.12

Wing C mac 9.77 ft.

Wing Aspect Ratio 8.11

Wing Taper Ratio 0.29

Horizonal Tail Area 180ft2

Horizonal Tail Sweep 14 degrees

Elevator Area 47ft2

Vertical Tail Area 90ft2

Vertical Tail Sweep 26.6 degrees upper, 36.9 degrees

lower

Rudder Area 60ft2

Empennage t/c 0.10

TABLE 4. SIMILAR ENGINE CHARACTERISTICS

Engine Maker Type Thrust

(lbs.)

TSFC
1

Pressure

Ratio 1

Dimen-

sions

(Dia.xL)

Weight

(lbs.)

TF34-GE-
400A 2

General

Electric

AFF 3 9,275 0.363 21 52in. x

1 0Oin.

1,478

FJR-710-

/600S 4

Nat. Aero.

Lab
Tokyo

AFF 3 14,330 0.340 22 57. 1 in. x

92.5in.

2,160

Notes: 1- At Maximum Power
2- S-3A Aircraft

3- Axial Flow Fan
4- NAL/Kawasaki Aircraft
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The engines should be mounted closely to the wing for two

reasons. First, exhaust flow through the slotted trailing edge flaps will help

reattach the airflow over the wing, thereby increasing CL max - Second, an

engine mounted closely underneath the wing is further from the ground, and

therefore less likely to ingest foreign objects. This would result in fewer engine

replacements and lower life cycle costs.

b. Vertical Tail

As previously mentioned, the empennage will include two vertical

stabilizers. The maximum height of the vertical stabilizers were modeled after

the E-2C in an effort to keep the tails from interfering with the look-down

capability of the rotodome antenna. Each vertical stabilizer will include a rudder

control surface. It should be noted that if future iterations mandate higher

vertical tails, maximum use of composites will be necessary to avoid antenna

interference.

c. Aircraft Entry

Aircraft ingress will be accomplished through a single door in the

fuselage. A walkway will allow movement between the door and the cockpits.

The major advantage of this configuration is flexibility. The walkway will allow

the crew to move freely throughout the aircraft to troubleshoot avionics systems,

switch seats, etc. Consideration may be given to a canopy system similar to that

currently operating in the EA-6B. The canopy arrangement was initially ruled

out in this study due to potential engineering difficulty, increased life cycle costs,

and lack of flexibility.
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d. Wing Fold System

The first wing fold will be at 15 feet from the aircraft centerline.

This will result in a maximum wing fold span of 30 feet. This wing fold span is

within the maximum requirement of 35 feet and will allow easy storage of

aircraft on the flight deck. The wings are intended to fold vertically up. At the

completion of this vertical fold, the wing tip will physically interfere with the

rotodome antenna. Therefore a second wing fold at 30 feet from the centerline

is required. Dashed lines denote the wing fold breaks in Figure 6. The

horizontal wing fold system which currently operates on the E-2C was ruled out

for two reasons. First, horizontally folded wings create a large sail area. When

the aircraft taxis perpendicular to the wind on the carrier deck, it tends to get

blown, resulting in lose of control. Second, it is clear from the geometry of this

AEW design that the wingtip of a horizontally-folded wing would not reach a

wing support on the horizonal tail tip.

e. Armament

The aircraft is designed to accommodate one wing station on each

wing at approximately 14 feet from the centerline. Each wing station should be

capable of carrying an air-to-air missile of 500 pounds. Although use of the

AIM-7 Sparrow missile was alluded to in the Proposed RFP, this is not

recommended. Use of the AIM-7 would require the aircraft to possess a high-

energy, target illumination capability. The new generation of "fire-and-forget"

air-to-air missiles such as AMRAAM and Have-Dash are much more suitable for
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the AEW aircraft. No target illumination is required for these missiles. Updated

target information is provided via data link.

/. Landing Gear

A landing gear analysis was performed based on procedures set

forth in Reference (2). The aircraft will use a standard tricycle system.

Longitudinal placement of the main gear was determined by an estimated

center of gravity location. Lateral placement of the main gear was determined

by a maximum overturn angle requirement of 54 degrees. The wheelbase will

be 26 feet long and the main wheel width will be 20 feet. The nose gear will

have a dual-wheel configuration. The nose gear will retract aft into the

fuselage. Each of the main landing gear will be a single-wheel configuration

and will also retract aft into the fuselage. Approximate tire dimensions are 25 in.

x 7 in. (diameter x width) for the nose and 45 in. x 17 in. for the main. These

dimensions are approximately 25% greater than the statistical equation

proposed by Reference (2). This dimensional increase is to account for the

harsh landing environment of the aircraft carrier. The 25% dimension increase

corresponds well with the tire sizes of current carrier aircraft.

g. Escape System

The Proposed RFP requires the installation of an all-crew ejection

system in the AEW aircraft. This requirement has resulted in many difficulties in

the design of the escape system. These difficulties are obviously the result of

the rotodome. An approximate trajectory of the aircrew on ejection is shown in

Figure 7 for three flight conditions. An ejection trajectory computer program was
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written in MATLAB and is included as Appendix C. The parabolic

approximation is based on an ejection analysis presented in Reference (10).

The identical pair of trajectories represent the front seat and back seat ejections.

The diamond figure represents the location of the rotodome antenna.

It is obvious from the Figure 7 that the ejection system will result in

aircrew impact with the rotodome. A bottom or sideways ejection would require

development of a new ejection system, and obviously could not provide a 0/0

ejection capability. After an examination of various aircrew and rotodome

placements, it became apparent that with today's technology, there are no safe

ejection alternatives with the rotodome installed.

Ejection of the rotodome prior to crew ejection also has significant

problems. The rotodome antenna alone (not including the supporting pylon

and shaft) weighs 2350 pounds. In order to get the crew out of the aircraft

quickly, the rotodome would have to be ejected with a typical acceleration of

approximately 12g's. This would require a series of rockets that would have to

generate a combined force of over 28000 pounds. These rockets would most

likely have to be very large in order to provide such a force. It is unlikely that the

rockets would fit into a supporting pylon that is only approximately one foot

wide.

Additionally, it is obvious that the rockets would have to be directly

attached to the rotodome. This means they would rotate with the rotodome.

This means there would be no way to direct the trajectory of the rotodome,

because it must be ejectable at any time during the rotation. Therefore, the
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rockets would have to be of equal propulsive force. During certain flight

conditions, including a 0/0 ejection, the crew would still be in danger of ejecting

into the rotodome.
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Figure 7. Aircrew Ejection Trajectory

Ejecting the entire rotodome structure would eliminate the

controlled trajectory problem, but would generate other problems. Now the

rockets would have to generate a combined force of over 38000 pounds. The

rockets under the forward supports would most likely ignite the fuel in the fuel
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cells directly below. The resulting explosion would jeopardize the lives of the

aircrew during ejection.

Two final points are worth mentioning. First, the new technology

and the resulting developmental costs of ejecting a rotodome will likely be

enormous. Second, any further investigation into rotodome ejection should

necessarily include an examination of how the pitching moments about the

center of gravity are affected .

B. WEIGHTS, CENTER OF GRAVITY, AND MOMENTS OF

INERTIA

1 . Weights

An evaluation of the AEW aircraft weight was performed using the

individual component equations given in References (1) and (8). A computer

program was written on MATLAB using the applicable equations. Many of the

equations represented individual weight components as a function of takeoff

weight. Since the determination of the takeoff weight was the ultimate objective,

the program uses a secant method iteration procedure to find the takeoff weight.

The weight program is included as Appendix D. In order to assure the accuracy

of the program, a weight analysis on the E-2C was performed. It was found that

the program prediction came within 300 pounds of the actual E-2C weight. The

program was then used to analyze the weight of the AEW aircraft. The

predicted weight was found to be approximately 53000 pounds which is

comparable to the E-2C weight and well within the maximum requirement of
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60000 pounds. The aircraft possesses a 7000 pound weight growth potential

for future avionics upgrades.

2. Center of Gravity and Moment of Inertia

Component weights calculated from the weight program were used to

approximate the aircraft's Center of Gravity (CG) and Moment of Inertia.

Component CG locations were approximated based on procedures set forth in

References (1), (2), and (8). Component Moment of Inertia values were

calculated in accordance with procedures set forth in References (2). The

component characteristics were used to calculate aircraft CG and Moment of

Inertia values. All calculations were performed on a computer program written

on EXCEL. The computer program was acquired from Reference (11). The

computer program and the results of this program are included as Appendix E.

An initial approximate CG location is 32.4 feet aft from 5 forward of the nose

(approximately 48.6% MAC), and 10.9 feet up from 5 feet below the fuselage.

More detailed CG and Moment of Inertia calculations will obviously be

necessary with future iterations of the design.

C. CARRIER SUITABILITY REQUIREMENTS

Carrier suitability dimensional requirements and the significant AEW

aircraft dimensions are shown in Table 5.
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TABLE 5. CARRIER SUITABILITY DIMENSIONAL COMPARISON

DIMENSION REQUIREMENT AEW AIRCRAFT
Max. Gross Weight 60000 lbs. 53000 lbs.

Max. Wing Span 82 ft. 72 ft.

Max. Height 18.5 ft. 18.5 ft. (rotodome

retracted)

Max. Main Gear Width 22 ft. 20 ft.

Min. Tipback Angle 15 deg. 20 deg.

Max. Tipover Angle 54 deg. 52.5 deg.

Elevator Size Restriction 52 X 85 ft. 55 X 30 ft.
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IV. AERODYNAMICS

In order to get maximum effectiveness from an airframe and its propulsion

system, a thorough examination of the aircraft's aerodynamic characteristics

during the design process is mandatory. This chapter will examine the design

decisions involved in selecting the AEW aircraft's airfoil and wing planform.

Additionally, the aircraft's lift curve slope and high lift devices will be discussed.

Finally, an analysis of the aircraft's drag characteristics will be presented.

A. AIRFOIL SELECTION

Because of the Proposed RFP requirements, the AEW aircraft will be

expected to operate under a variety of flight conditions. It must be able to cruise

at high subsonic speeds, loiter for long periods of time, and possess carrier-

suitable, slow flight characteristics. In order to meet these requirements, the

wing's airfoil must possess several seemingly contradictory characteristics.

The airfoil should have a relatively high thickness ratio in order to increase

Clmax. increase benefit from high lift devices, decrease weight, and increase

wing fuel storage capacity. If the wing is too thick however, the drag divergent

Mach number (M dd ) will be too low to satisfy the high speed dash requirement.

An increase in Mdd could be accomplished through an increase in wing sweep,

but this generates additional problems which will be discussed in the next

section. The airfoil must also have a high Clmax for the loiter and landing
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phases of flight. Most high speed airfoils however, are not known for their high

Cl max values. Finally, the airfoil's thickness distribution should be investigated

m terms of its skin friction drag characteristics. As Reference (12) notes, a

maximum thickness that is close to the trailing edge results in a more favorable

pressure gradient on the forward portion of the airfoil. This helps create more

laminar flow which results in reduced skin friction drag. It should be noted

however, that an aft maximum thickness can cause poor pressure recovery

characteristics at high angles-of-attack.

Based on the above requirements, it became clear that a supercritical

airfoil was necessary. A supercritical airfoil is characterized by a relatively flat

upper surface, and a maximum thickness located near the trailing edge. It also

has a relatively blunt leading edge, and it is cambered at the aft portion of the

airfoil. Reference (13) notes that for a given thickness ratio, the supercritical

airfoil has a higher Mdd than conventional airfoils. This allows a thicker wing

and less wing sweep. Additionally, the supercritical airfoil has a much higher

Clmax than a comparable conventional airfoil. Finally, the thickness distribution

and the trailing edge upper and lower surface tangency results in a more

favorable pressure gradient. The aft maximum thickness of the supercritical

airfoil does not result in pressure recovery problems, because the camber is

accomplished primarily by the lower surface. This allows the upper surface to

remain relatively flat.

It should be pointed out that use of a supercritical airfoil will not be without

its difficulties. First, the very thin trailing edge could prove to be a structural and
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manufacturing problem. Second, although the original supercritical airfoil was

designed in 1965, development and testing of an entire family of supercritical

airfoils has been relatively recent. Because supercritical airfoils are relatively

new technology, development costs may be high. Finally, the aft camber of the

airfoil will result in large negative pitching moments. Despite the potential

difficulties however, the supercritical airfoil shows the most promise in terms of

satisfying the requirements of the Proposed RFP.

Initially it was hoped that an airfoil with a thickness ratio of 0.14 could be

used for on the aircraft. Even with some compromise in the wing sweep, it soon

became evident that a lower thickness ratio would be necessary in order to

reach an acceptable Mdd- Experimental data presented in Reference (14)

shows that at a thickness ratio of 0.12 and a design CI of 0.7, the airfoil Mdd is

approximately 0.76. A moderate wing sweep should permit reasonably low

drag characteristics at the design cruise Mach number of 0.78.

After an evaluation of the family of NASA supercritical airfoils, it became

clear that the best airfoil for the required mission was the NASA SC(2)-0712.

This airfoil is shown in Figure 8. The airfoil's coordinates are reproduced from

Reference (14), and is included as Appendix F. An explanation of the NASA

supercritical airfoil designation system is presented below.

|SC(2)| -tOTj^

Supercritical phase 2. Design lift Thickness

There are currently 3 coefficient Ratb

phases of airfoil designs. (tenths) (hundredths)
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One of the biggest difficulties in selecting an airfoil was in obtaining the

specific airfoil characteristics. Because of the relatively new technology, there is

no compiled source of information for supercritical airfoils (such as Reference

(15) for conventional airfoils). The three sources that provided most of the

information on the airfoil were References (14), (16) and (17) . Airfoil

characteristics are presented in Table 6.

0.3

0.2

0.1

-0.1

-0.2

-0.3

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

x/c

Figure 8. NASA SC(2)-0712 Airfoil

TABLE 6. NASA SC(2)-0712 CHARACTERISTICS
oc CL Clmax °* max Cm

-4.37 deg. 0.08557/deg. 2.0 19 deg. -0.14
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B. PLANFORM DESIGN

Given the target cruise Mach number of 0.78 and the relatively thick airfoil,

it was clear a planform with significant wing sweep would be required. Too

much wing sweep however, generated numerous problems including a

decrease in CLmax and Cl_„, increased wing weight and decreased wing fuel

volume. Selection of the previously mentioned airfoil was made only after it

was determined that a relatively high Mdd could be attained with a modest wing

sweep.

Figures 9 and 10 show the results of trade studies conducted to graphically

illustrate the parameters involved in planform design and airfoil selection.

Figure 9 shows Mdd as a function of thickness ratio with varying sweep. Figure

10 shows how thickness ratio and wing sweep affect wing weight. The results

of these parametric studies were used to select the optimum planform design

and airfoil thickness. With an airfoil thickness ratio of 0.12, a leading edge wing

sweep of 21 degrees is the optimum choice considering all the parameters

involved. This results in a wing Mdd of 0.81

.

With the leading edge wing sweep selected, the focus of attention was then

directed to the trailing edge sweep. A trailing edge sweep of 6.5 degrees was

selected for a first iteration. The relatively small sweep will insure efficient use

of flaps and aileron control surfaces. The flatter trailing edge sweep also allows

an increase in wing area and wing fuel volume. With a wingtip chord length of

four feet selected as a first iteration, and the above planform characteristics, a

wing area of 639 ft2 was calculated.
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Thickness Ratio (t/c)

Figure 9. Wing Mdd With Varying Wing Geometry
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Figure 10. Wing Weight With Varying Geometry
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Another consideration in the planform design was aspect ratio. It was clear

that in order to satisfy aggressive loiter requirements, a high aspect ratio would

be necessary. For a given wing area, this would mean a larger wing span. Too

large a wing span causes two problems however. First, it would result in line-up

difficulties during carrier landings. Second, the large wing span would result in

signal interference with the rotodome antenna, degrading radar performance.

The selected wing span of 72 feet results in a aspect ratio of 8. 11 . The resulting

maximum LVD ratio is 16.

C. LIFT CURVE SLOPE

With the selection of the wing planform design, a calculation of the wing's

lift curve slope was then possible. Calculations were done in accordance with

the procedures set forth in References (1), (2) and (18). The lift curve slopes for

three flap settings are shown in Figure 1 1

.

D. HIGH LIFT DEVICES

In order to make landing speeds slow enough to meet the Proposed RFP

carrier suitability requirements, a CLmax of approximately 3.0 is required. To

accomplish this, double slotted flaps are necessary. In accordance with the

procedures set forth in Reference (2), ACLmax and A<* values were calculated.

A maximum A CLmax was calculated to be 0.98.

Two design characteristics that will help increase CL max with the flaps

down should be mentioned. First, engines should be situated on the wing so
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that engine exhaust will flow through the slotted flaps. Second, use of a aileron

droop system with the flaps will help increase the CLmax of the entire wing.
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Figure 1 1 . AEW Lift Curve Slope

E. PARASITIC DRAG CALCULATION

Parasitic drag (CDo) calculations were performed in accordance with

procedures set forth in Reference (18). A CD computer program was written in

MATLAB and is presented in Appendix G. A CD of approximately 0.0205 was
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computed by the program. This CD value will be used to calculate a drag polar

for the AEW Aircraft.

F. DRAG POLAR

The AEW drag polar was computed assuming CD as a parabolic function

of CL A first iteration efficiency factor of 0.8 was assumed. Also, the previously

determined aspect ratio of 8.11 and CD of 0.0205 were used in the equation.

A drag polar for the AEW aircraft in the clean configuration is shown in Figure

12.
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Figure 12. AEW Drag Polar
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V. PERFORMANCE

This chapter will present the results of a preliminary performance analysis

conducted for the AEW aircraft. This analysis was primarily performed using a

computer program written in MATLAB. The program is presented in Appendix

H, and also includes some aerodynamic calculations such as Coefficient of

Drag (Co) and Lift-to-Drag ratio (L/D). A Takeoff and Landing computer

program is also included in Appendix H. Performance calculations were done in

accordance with References (1) and (19). The equations in the programs are

denoted with the equation number from the appropriate Reference. For all

performance characteristics, it has been assumed standard day unless

otherwise noted. Additionally, all results were generated for the clean

configuration, with the obvious exceptions being the takeoff and landing phases

of flight.

A. Takeoff and Landing

Because of the angle between the aft landing gear, the vertical stabilizers

and the ground (see Figure 6), it is necessary to limit aircraft rotation to no more

than 18 degrees. This angle of rotation is sufficient however, because the

typical rotation on takeoff is approximately 10 degrees. References (1), (2) and

(19) provided schematics and distance equations necessary for takeoff and

landing. Takeoff and landing schematics are shown in Figures 13 and 14, and
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are reproduced from Reference (1). Takeoff and landing distances are shown

in Tables 7 and 8.

V=0

rnrrrrrrrnTrrn 1 1 t 1 n t n n // / // n n n // / ) > n / ?m n

TO

Sr^ TR 'CC

Figure13. Takeoff Schematic [Ref. 1

TABLE 7. TAKEOFF DISTANCES

Takeoff Distances Standard Day Hot Day (9CTF)

Sg (ft) 1390 1378

Sr (ft) 555 555

STRto50' (ft) 888 888

STO total (ft) 2833 2821
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Figure 14. Landing Schematic [Ret. 1]

TABLE 8. LANDING DISTANCES

Landing Distances Standard Day Hot Day (90°F)

SA to 50 '(ft) 1354 1350

Sfr (ft) 155 165

SB (ft) 1982 2317

Sl_ total (ft) 3491 3832

B. Thrust Required

The thrust required for the AEW aircraft at three altitudes between sea level

and 35,000 feet are shown in Figure 15. The calculated thrust required curves

were used to generate other performance characteristics such as power

required and rate of climb.
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Figure 15. AEW Thrust Required
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C. Power Required and Power Available

AEW Power Required and Power Available Curves at sea level, 15000 ft,

and 35000 ft are shown in Figures 16, 17 and 18. Note that two power

available lines are shown on each graph. The solid line represents the power

available predicted by simple theory. The dashed line is a result of the

ONX/OFFX computer program obtained from Reference (7), and is thought to

represent a more realistic power available curve. It is clear that the two

theoretical predictions agree only until approximately M=0.4. With increase in

speed, the difference between simple theory and ONX/OFFX becomes quite
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significant. This is important because power available directly relates to excess

power which in turn is instrumental in defining other performance characteristics

such as rate of climb and maximum Mach number in level flight. Note also that

the power required due to drag divergence is not included in this analysis.
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Figure 16. Power Available and Power Required at Sea Level
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Figure 18. Power Available and Power Required at 35000 Feet
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D. Climb Performance

AEW Rate of Climb at sea level and 15000 feet is shown in Figure 19. Rate

of Climb plots were generated at various altitudes until a service ceiling (rate of

climb < 100 fpm) was found. A plot of the climb rates vs. altitude is presented in

Figure 20. It was determined the AEW aircraft will have a service ceiling of

approximately 38260 ft. Although a service ceiling was not specified in the

Proposed RFP, this ceiling is sufficient to perform the AEW mission. It is

approximately 1660 feet higher than the service ceiling of the E-2C. Also note

that the AEW aircraft has an absolute ceiling of 38600 feet.

12000

0.4 0.5 0.6

Mach Number

Figure 19. AEW Climb Performance at Sea Level and 15000 Feet
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Figure 20. Absolute and Service Ceiling Determination

E. Range and Endurance

Range and Endurance predictions are shown in Figures 21 and 22

respectively. Both predictions are made using the Breguet equations obtained

from Reference (19). The Range and Endurance plots are shown with variation

in velocity at 35000 ft.
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Figure 22. AEW Endurance at 35000 Feet
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F. ACCURACY OF PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

As with any analysis, it is important to examine the results of the

performance analysis based on past experience and on historical trends of

similar aircraft. In other words, "Are the results of this analysis reasonable?"

Based on historical trends of aircraft performance, it is clear that the climb

performance (Figure 19) is far too optimistic. Based on the described design of

the AEW aircraft, it is very unlikely that it would be capable of climbing at nearly

12000 fpm at sea level. One possible explanation for this performance is too

large a T/W ratio. It is unlikely however, that this is a significant part of the

problem. According to this analysis, even if the AEW aircraft's T/W ratio was half

the current ratio of 0.46, the aircraft would still climb at sea level at 6000 fpm.

This is clearly unreasonable. Two other possible explanations of the optimistic

climb performance are immediately apparent. First, the predicted CDo of may

be far too optimistic. The CDo analysis does not account for interference drag.

As a result, the actual CDo is usually higher than the predicted value. This

difference might be significant on the AEW aircraft which probably has

substantial interference drag. It should be noted that the CDo of the E-2C is

0.0375 which is far higher than the predicted AEW CDo of 0.0205. Second, the

actual lifting efficiency may be lower than the preliminary estimation. A more

accurate analysis of the aircraft's aerodynamic characteristics will be possible

only after Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) analyses, or wind tunnel tests

are performed.
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The results of the Range and Endurance analyses (Figure 21 and 22) are

also unreasonably optimistic. Because both the fuel capacity (14000 lbs.) and

the TSFC (0.33) are reasonable, it is likely that the aforementioned

explanations would account for the unrealistic range and endurance results.
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VI. STABILITY AND CONTROL

In order to understand what the handling qualities of the AEW aircraft might

be, a stability and control analysis of the aircraft is necessary. The purpose of

this chapter is to provide a conceptual analysis of the stability and control

characteristics of the aircraft. It is important to note that this analysis is a very

rough approximation. Some of the parameters are the result of design

approximations presented in previous chapters. Other parameters are

impossible to predict accurately without the use of wind tunnel testing. In these

cases, the value of the parameter was selected based on similar existing aircraft

and past experience.

The analysis was performed at three mission-relatable flight conditions.

The flight conditions are: 1 ) M= 0.2 at sea level, 2) M = 0.48 at 35000 feet and 3)

M = 0.76 at 35000 feet.

A. STABILITY AND CONTROL DERIVATIVES

The stability and control derivative analysis was performed in accordance

with References (8), (18) and (20). A stability and control computer program

was written in MATLAB and is included as Appendix I. The analysis assumes

no aeroelastic effects of the aircraft. All derivatives have the units of rad- 1
.

Finally, any effects of thrust have been neglected in this analysis. The stability
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and control derivatives for the AEW aircraft are shown in Table 9, along with an

E-2C comparison at M=0.4 and 30000 feet.

B. DYNAMIC ANALYSIS

The dynamic analysis was performed in accordance with Reference (20).

A dynamic modes computer program was written in MATLAB and is included as

Appendix J. The analysis assumes small perturbation, linear theory. Results for

the Short Period and Phugoid (or Long Period) modes are approximated to

second-order systems Any effects of thrust have been neglected in this

analysis. The dynamic modes for the AEW aircraft are shown in Table 10.

The short period natural frequency (Wn) and damping ratio (Z) are

approximated in Reference (20) as:

Wn=V((Z**Mq)/u )-Mo.) (1)

ZHMq+M^ dot)+Zw /u )/(2*Wn) (2)

A representative example of the dynamic modes is graphically presented in

Figure 23. The figure shows the short period mode at the three flight

conditions. All three primary modes have similar characteristics. They are all

relatively lightly damped with very long periods and small amplitudes.
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TABLE 9. AEW STABILITY AND CONTROL DERIVATIVES

DERIVATIVE M=0.2 at

S.L
M=0.48 at

35K
M=0.76at

35K
E-2C

Comparison

CU 4.8220 5.1700 6.2500 6.970

Cm* -1.1814 -1.2666 -1.5312 -0.450

CLU dot) 1.1172 1.2475 1.6497 6.160

Cm(. dot) -2.3556 -2.6304 -3.4785 -8.300

Clq 5.8328 6.6205 9.1761 1 1.43

Cmq -7.8521 -8.7682 -1 1.5949 -21.27

CII3 -0.1279 -0.1307 -0.1273 -0.0915

Cn(3 0.0576 0.0571 0.0560 0.0763

Cy(3 -0.5877 -0.5877 -0.5877 -0.9680

CI(Bdot)

(1.0e-03*)

-0.4781 0.0553 0.7729 Not Avail.

Cn(Gdot) -0.0025 0.0002 0.0020 0.0220

Cy(3 dot) -0.0065 0.0005 0.0056 -.0601

Clp -2.4765 -2.5993 -2.8140 -0.4200

Cnp 0.1319 0.0764 0.0291 -0.0732

Cyp 0.0023 -0.0235 -0.0406 0.1119

Clr 0.4717 0.3620 0.2667 0.2580

Cnr -0.0855 -0.0848 -0.0833 -0.1236

Cyr 0.2470 0.2459 0.2437 0.3180

CI 6a 0.5429 0.5361 0.5226 0.0697

Cn^a -0.0775 -0.0447 -0.0174 -0.00593

Cy6a Not Avail.

Cl6e 0.2968 0.3314 0.4383 0.644

Cmde -0.6258 -0.6988 -0.9241 -1.670

CI6r -0.0024 0.0267 0.0609 -0.0381

Cn^r -0.2509 -0.2789 -0.3655 -0.2202

Cysr 0.7426 0.8292 1.0965 0.5760
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TABLE 10. AEW DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS

DYNAMIC MODE M=0.2at S.L. M=0.48 at 35K M=0.76 at 35K
Short Period

-Roots -0.01 77±
0.0521 i

-0.0061±

0.0304i

-0.0078±

0.0334i

-Wn-i 0.0550 0.0310 0.0342

-z2 0.3221 0.1950 0.2273

-Wd 3 0.521 0.0304 0.0334

-Period (sec) 121 206 188

Long Period

-Roots -0.0004±

0.0039i

1.0e-03
*

-0.0314±

0.71651

1.0e-03
*

-0.01 1 1±

0.2859I

-Wri! 0.0040 0.0007 0.0003

-z 2 0.0930 0.0438 0.0389

-Wd 3 0.0039 0.0007 0.0003

-Period (sec) 1595 8770 2198

Dutch Roll

-Roots -0.01 62±
0.1554i

-0.0062±

0.0890i

-0.0064±

0.0901i

-Wri! 0.1562 0.0892 0.0903

-z 2 0.1035 0.0698 0.0704

-Wd 3 0.1554 0.0890 0.0901

-Period (sec) 40 71 70

Roll Response

-Root -1.7652 -0.5727 -0.6194

Spiral Mode
-Root 0.0004

Notes: 1 -Natural Frequency

2-Damping Ratio

3-Damped Frequency
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Figure 23. Short Period Response

C. ACCURACY OF STABILITY AND CONTROL ANALYSIS

One of the advantages of the dynamic analysis is that the final results (i.e.,

damping frequency and period) are directly relatable, and easily

understandable, handling characteristics. The accuracy of these characteristics

can be qualitatively evaluated based on historical trends and past experience.

The accuracy of the dynamic characteristics are directly related to the accuracy

of the stability and control derivatives, because the derivatives are used in the

dynamic analysis.

The results of the dynamic analysis are clearly unreasonable. The most

obvious discrepancy is in the periods of the three primary dynamic modes (short

period, long period, and dutch roll). Short period and dutch roll periods for an

aircraft of this kind typically range from 2 to 8 seconds. Obviously, values
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ranging between 40 and 206 seconds are unreasonably large. The long period

values between 1595 and 8770 seconds are also unreasonably large. Long

period values for an aircraft of this kind are typically about 120 seconds. Also

note the very lightly damped frequencies of all three primary dynamic modes. It

is unreasonable that these modes would be so lightly damped, and is

inconsistent with historical trends.

Many of the stability and control derivatives appear unreasonable as

compared with the E-2C. The most unrealistic AEW derivatives include Cm«,

CL(c< dot), Cm(„ dot), Cmq, and Clp. This would naturally cause unreasonable

dynamic results. The short period approximation equations are shown on

page 50. Since Cma and Cmq are inaccurate, this will result in an unrealistic

natural frequency. Also, since Cm( (X dot) and natural frequency are inaccurate,

this causes an unrealistic damping ratio. Poor initial assumptions are the most

likely cause of the unrealistic derivatives. Some inputs were impossible to

accurately predict within the scope of this research. Such inputs include the

downwash gradient at the horizontal tail, Cmo, and the moments of inertia. One

primary conclusion can be drawn from this analysis. Although the method for

attaining stability and control derivatives in Reference (18) is extremely

detailed, truly accurate stability and control derivatives can only be acquired

from wind tunnel tests on a scaled model. Because most of the unrealistic

derivatives are longitudinally related, any follow-on research should include a

thorough re-examination of the longitudinal analysis.
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VII. CONCLUSIONS

A. ACCURACY

Because this thesis presents the results of a conceptual design, the

aircraft's characteristics are by their very nature, a first iteration only. Future

studies of the AEW aircraft must necessarily include wind tunnel tests of a

scaled model. Reasonably accurate values of many of the aircraft's parameters

can only be obtained through wind tunnel tests.

One of the genuine benefits of this research was the many computer

programs that were generated. As the design process for this (or any other)

aircraft continues, these programs can be used to obtain more accurate results

through the input of more accurate parameters.

B. EXISTING ROTODOME/AVIONICS

Before the design of this aircraft proceeds beyond the preliminary design

stage, consideration must be given to the use of new airborne detection

technologies. Based on historical trends, it is likely that the integration of the

E-2C's detection system into a new airframe will be difficult. The result would

be an increase in both developmental and life cycle costs. Although new

detection technologies such as a phased-array radar may be costly to develop,

the benefits and the life cycle costs must be investigated.
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C. SUPERCRITICAL AIRFOIL

Use of supercritical airfoils on aircraft is a relatively new technology that

should be explored further. The airfoil appears to be ideally suited for aircraft

that must operate in the transonic regime, and display aggressive endurance

characteristics.

D. POSSIBLE PROBLEM AREAS

1 . Escape System

Within the scope of this design effort, no satisfactory ejection system

could be determined. The obvious hinderance to a viable ejection system is

use of the existing rotodome antenna. Difficulties in developing a viable

ejection system will most likely occur, regardless of the system, as long as a

conventional rotodome antenna is used. A conventional early warning phased-

array radar system for example, would be approximately the same size as the

current antenna. The difficulties in ejection therefore, would be similar. Ejection

of the aircrew would be much more successful with an antenna that is not in the

form of a rotodome but within the wings and body of the aircraft. This would

necessitate the use of a phased-array radar system, and therefore, would be

costlier to develop. Before a formal AEW RFP is developed, a clear decision

will have to be made on the aircrew escape system issue, and the resulting

impact on the radar system.
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2. Divergent Drag Mach Number (Mdd)

Although the wing Mdd of 0.81 is high enough to operate in the required

regime, future studies should include an analysis of the drag penalties of other

aircraft parts in this transonic range. Emphasis should be placed on the

fuselage and the rotodome antenna. The relatively wide fuselage and blunt

nose may cause significant drag penalties at the target high-speed dash Mach

number of 0.78. With a thickness ratio of 0.3, the rotodome antenna is also

likely to have a Mdd far below the required operating range. It may, of course,

require transonic wind tunnel tests to verify how significant these drag penalties

are.

3. Horizontal Tail Effectiveness

It can be seen from Figure 6, that the horizontal tail is directly behind

the wing and rotodome support pylon. The aerodynamic disturbance created

by the wing and pylon could result in the loss of horizontal tail effectiveness

under some flight conditions. This can only be verified however with wind

tunnel tests of a scaled model, or by a CFD analysis.

4. Wingfold System

Another area of difficulty could be in the wingfold system. Because a

double-wingfold system is new technology, developmental costs may be high.

The double-wingfold will be an engineering challenge to both the structures

and the flight control design teams. It should be pointed out that if an aircraft

design employs a phased-array radar system with a non-conventional antenna
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such as the one previously mentioned, the need for a double-wingfold system

might be eliminated.

E. RECOMMENDATIONS

Within the scope of this research, the design of an AEW aircraft using the

existing rotodome and avionics should be abandoned. Use of the rotodome will

negatively affect the aircraft's normal and emergency operations. Considering

all factors involved, it is unlikely there will be substantial savings using the

existing rotodome and avionics.

Future aircraft designs should include integration of a phased-array radar

system. This system offers the flexibility needed for an aircraft required to

possess ejection and wingfold systems. Reference (21 )
provides an example of

such a design. The aircraft, called the Boeing EX, is shown in Figure 24. A

comparative analysis of the Boeing EX and the AEW aircraft is provided in

Table 11. It is clear from the Figure 24, that the phased-array radar system

allows for more flexibility in the design process, and eliminates the

aforementioned ejection and wingfold problems.
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3ro«i weight « 65.200 Ib«

Operating weigh! 35.3 80 lb*

Overall length -91 II 2 In

Overall helghl • 18 ft-6 In

Wing epan * 63 f1-4 In (20 ft- 1 1n fold* d)

Wing area 645 §q ft

Spot (aclor 1 J4 (F-1 6 reference)

TF34-400 Engine* (8L9T > 0,275 Iba each)

T700-OE-40I turboehalt engine lor r«dar power
(1680 eehp)

Figure 24. Boeing EX [Ref. 21]

TABLE 1 1 . AIRCRAFT COMPARISON
CHARACTERISTIC BOEING EX AEW AIRCRAFT

Overall Length 51.2 ft. 55.0 ft.

Wing Span 63.3 ft. 72.0 ft.

Wing Area 845 sq.ft. 639 sq. ft.

Design Mach 0.76 0.78

Takeoff Weight 55200 lbs. 53000 lbs

T/W 0.34 0.46

Antenna Mounted in Wings Existing Rotodome

Ejection Capability Yes No
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In conclusion, it must again be emphasized that this analysis was the first

iteration on a conceptual design only. Therefore, the scope of the research was

limited. A more complete analysis is only possible after an entire design team

is assembled.
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APPENDIX A

AEW AIRCRAFT DESIGN
NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL

PROJECT OBJECTIVES

The object of this design study is to perform the necessary trade
studies required to define the most cost effective, low risk
airframe configuration capable of meeting future airborne early
warning (AEW) requirements in the 21st century. The mission is a

deck-launched high speed dash, low speed loiter at 20,000 to 35,000
feet altitude and return. The goal is to select the greatest high
speed dash Mach number consistent with the maximum range and loiter
requirements that will provide a carrier suitable aircraft. The
aircraft will have ejection capability provisions for all members
of the four to six member aircrew. A fanjet (no turboprops) pownr-
plant will provide aircraft propulsion. The EX configuration must
exhibit low initial purchase cost and low Jife-cycle cost.
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MISSIOn DEFINITION

DECK LAUNCHED SURVEILLANCE : The total mission cycle time (quadruple
cycle) is desired to be at least 7 hours 30 minutes (with one re-
fueling) plus reserves with a minimum acceptable cycle time (triple
cycle) of 5 hours 45 minutes (no refueling) plus reserves.

1. For taxi, warmup, takeoff and acceleration to M=0.3; fuel
allowance at sea level static thrust is equal to 5

minutes at intermediate thrust (no afterburner)

.

2. Acceleration: Maximum power acceleration from M-n.l to
best rate of climb speed at sea level.

3. Climb: Best rate of climb to optimum crviise altitude Tor-

design cruise Mach number.

4. Cruise: Cruise-out (high speed dash at M=0.7-0.05) re-

design Mach number at optimum cruise altitude.

5. Turn: 3g sustained desired; 2g sustained minimum at: the
weight corresponding to the end of cruise-out.

6. Loiter: Conduct surveillance at maximum endurance flight
condition for minimum of 4 hours 30 minutes (200 nm
station, no refueling)

.

7. Descent: Descend to best return cruise altitude (no t-imp,

distance or fuel used allowances)

.

fl. Cruise-back at optimum altitude and best cruise Mach
number.

9. Descent: Descend to sea level (tio time, distance or fuel

used allowances).

10. Land.

11. Reserves: Fuel allowance equal to 20 minutes loiter at
sea level at speed for maximum endurance plus 5% of
initial total fuel.
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DESIGN CRITERIA

WEIGHT:

CREW:

AVIOHICS

SELF DEFENSE:

LOAD FACTOR:

The maximum takeoff gross weight will be 60,000 ]b
f

.

The aircraft will have an aircrew of from four to
six members, including a single pilot. A weight
allowance of 230 lb

f
is reguired for crew members

and his/her eguipment.

Design an optimal configuration of flat pane] dis-
plays for tactical cockpit operation. Nominal dis-
play sizes for consideration are 6x8, 8x0, 11x13,
3x5, 6x6 and 4x1. Determine any other feasible
sizes. Architecture for the operation of the dis-
plays should not be of concern. Recommend (trade
study result) the best possible combination of
displays based on the need for the pilot to control
the aircraft during takeoff, landing and on-station
flight; consider also the best display combinations
based on viewing and interactions with tactical
displays.

Data/graphics displayed on a panel of any given
size should be interchangeable with any other panel
of the same size. Consideration must be given to
supportabillty (e.g. availability of display sizen
in other aircraft communities) and to minimizing
clutter. Recommend screen formats for the transfer
of as many discrete functions and indicators as
possible to flat panel displays. Use the existing
24 foot rotodome.

Presume that a future missile would be the size of
a compressed carriage AIM-7 Sparrow and would weigh
500 lb.. Two missiles are reguired. A chaff and
flare launcher is reguired. Provide two wet wing
stations.

3g sustained is desired; 2g sustained minimum at
the weight corresponding to the end of cruise-out.

CARRIER
SUITABILITY: Compatibility with CVN-60 carriers and subseguent

implies the following criteria:

1. MK-7 mod 3 arresting gear.
2. C13-1 catapults.
3. 130,000 lb

f
maximum elevator capacity (aircraft

plus loading plus GFE)

.

4. 05x52 foot elevator dimensions.
5. 57 feet 8 inches minimum station "o" to JRD

hinge for MK-7 JDD locations.
6. 10 feet 9 inches minimum from tailpipe to JRD

hinge.
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7. Maximum, unfolded span of 82 feet.
8. 22 foot maximum landing gear width.
9. 25 foot maximum hanger deck height except

under VAST stations in the forward part of the
hanger where the clearance is 17 feet 6

inches. The maximum folded height of the
aircraft should not exceed 18.5 feet.

TAUHC!!:

ARREST:

WAVE-OFF:

Launch wind-over-deck (WOO) should not exceed zero
knots operational. Operational is minimum plus 15

knots. Assume a 5 knot improvement on the Cll-1
catapult.

Arresting WOD should not exceed zero knots. Assume
a 5 knot improvement on the MK-7 mod 3 arresting
gear. Approach speed for WOD calculations is 1.05
times V approved.

For multi-engine aircraft, a minimum wave-off rate
of climb of 500 feet per minute, with one engine
inoperative, shall be available.

POWER PIANT: Fan jets (perhaps,
TURDOPROPS.

upgraded TF-34 engines) HO

COCKPIT: High visibility cockpit is required for pattern
work at ship.

IN-FLIGHT
REFUELING:

STRUCTURE:

The aircraft
capability.

must have an in-flight refueling

The airframe structure must accommodate flTRST

SELF-DEFENSE
CAPABILITY:

GROWTH

COST:

GENERAL:

The EX aircraft must have a self-defense capability
[derived from complete (survivability, vulner-
ability and susceptibility) studies).

The structure must be capable of considerable
weight growth beyond the initial production
configuration (at least 4,000 lb

f
) .

Low purchase cost and low life-cycle cost is highly
desirable. Assume a total buy of 50 aircraft.

Attention shall be given to quality, maintain-
ability, manufacturability and concurrent
engineering issues.
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APPENDIX B

IThls Is a constraint analysis program »hlch Is designed to plot various flight

Xcondltlons as a function of thrust-to-melght ratio (Tsl/Uto) and mlng loading

I (Uto/S) . Th I • program Incorporated different cases hlch corresponds to

fdlfferent flight conldltlons. Each case III be seperated mlth a dashed line.

Ithls program Is based on the material covered In chapter 2 of flattlngly's (et

fal) aircraft engine design book. All equations are from Mattlngly unless

Xspecl f leal ly stated otherwise.

X

ITsl/Uto ill I henceforth be knomn as TU. Uto/S III be knomn as US.

lOperat I ve equat I on

.

ITU/US-(B/a)M(q*S/(B«U))MKIMn»B*U/(q*S)K2+K2Mn*B*U/(q*S))*C0o+R/(q*S))H/U*d
/dtX(h*lT2/(2*go))) (eqn. 2-11)

fR parabolic drag polar Is assumsd. Therefore K2-0 throughout.

X

ICase ^Constant flit. /Speed Cruise. High Speed Dash t fl-0.78 8. h-30K ft.

Idh/dt-dU/dt-O. Constant altitude t no acceleration.
nl-1 ; Xnormal g loading

R1 "0 j Xflddl 1 1 onal drag. Resumed zero throughout

K2-0;IDrag Curve constant

B1-0.905;*Uelght Fraction

K1 l-0.06;IDrag Curve constant. Obtained from Hlcolal page E-7.

Pt-2ll6*.2360{*Preseure at 35K ft.

ni-0.78;«noch Humber

CDo1-.0315;l0rag coefficient at zero lift (approximate)

ql-(1.4/2)*P1*nr2;*0ynamlc Pressure

RR1-0.3106j*0enslty ratio at 30K ft.

al-(0. 568*0. 25*(1.2-mr3)*RRr0.6;llnstal led full throttle thrust lapse for a

high bypass tUrbofan (eqn. 2-12)

T1-I ;lcounter

for US1 -20:5: M0;lthe range of »lng loading

usincTi )-usi

:

TU1(T1WB1/at)*(m*B1*US1/ql+K2+C0ol/(B1*US1/qt));Xthe resulting T/U ratio.

feqn 2.12

T1-T1+1 jlcounter

end

US1o-q1/B1*sqrt(C0ot/m);IThe minimum U/S for case 1.

TU1o-(B1/al)*(m*B:*US1o/q1*K2*CDo!/(B1*US!o/ql))!lThe minimum T/U for case I

I

ICase le: Maximum Endurance • 35K ft.

nle-l jlnormal g loading

B1e-0.8;*Uelght Fraction

K11e-0.015;I0rag Curue constant .Obtained from Hlcolal page E-7.

H1e-0.45;Xr1ach Number

q1e-<1 .1/2)*P1*f11e*2;X0ynamlc Pressure

ale-(0. 568*0. 25*(t.2-f1le)
A3)*RRI"0.6;llnstal led full throttle thrust lapse for a

high bypass turbofan (eqn. 2-42)

T 1 — 1 :Xcounte>
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for USle-20:5: 110,'Ithe range of mlng loading

US1er1(T1)-US1e;

TUte(T1)-(B1e/ale)*(me*B1e*US1e/qle*K2*CDo1/(B1e*US1e/q1e));Xthe resulting T/U

rat lo. eqn 2.12

T1-T1+1 jlcounter

end

US1oe-qle/B1e*sqrt(CDo1/K11e);*The minimum U/S for case le

TU1o-(B1e/ale)*(K11e*B1e*US1ce/qle*K2*CDo1/(B1e*US1oe/q1e));IThe minimum T/U for

case le

X

ICase 2:Con8tant Speed Climb. This Is a "snapshot" of the climb only. Taken at

Ian assumed TRS-330 fps, U-0.11, 8.15K ft. / an assumed dh/dt of 1000 fpm.

IdU/dt-O;

n2"1;fnormal g loading

R2-0;*flddlt lonal drag. Resumed zero throughout

P2-0. 5616*21 16. 2;*Pressure at 15K ft.

U-133;IUeloclty

dhdt-67;*Rate of Climb (ft/s)

R2-0.4l;If1ach Number

B2-0.975;*Uelght Fraction

K12-0.05;IDrag Curve constant .Obtained from Hlcolal page E-7,

q2-( 1 . 1/2)*P2*N2 A
2; IDynam I c Pressure

C0o2-0.0315;*0rag coefficient at zero lift

RR2-0.6295;I0enslty ratio at 15K ft.

a2-(0. 568*0. 25*(1.2-f12r3)*RR2~0.6;*lnstal led full throttle thrust lapse for a

high bypass turbofon (eqn. 2-12)

T2-1 jlcounter

for US2-20:5:110;Ithe range of sing loading

US2M(T2)«US2;

TU2(T2)-(B2/a2)*(M2*B2*US2/q2*K2*C0o2/(B2*US2/q2) + 1/U*dhdt);Ithe resulting T/U

rat lo. eqn 2.11

T2-T2+1 jlcounter

end

US2o-q2/B2*sqrt(C0o2/K12);*The minimum U/S for case 2

TU2o-(B2/a2)*(K12*B2*US2o/q2*K2*C0o2/(B2*US2o/q2)*1/U*dhdt);XThe minimum T/U for

case 2

X

ICase 3:Constant Rlt. /Speed Turn. Sustained g turn.

Idh/dt-dU/dt-0

n3"2;Inormal g loading

R3-0jfRddlt lonal drag. Assumed zero throughout

P3-0. 1599*21 16. 2 jlPressure at 20K ft.

B3-0.B5;IUelght Fraction

K 13-0. 015 ;IDrag Curve constant. Obtained from Hlcolal page E-7.

K2"0;I0rag Curve constant

U3-0.16;Xnach Number

CDo3-.0315ilDraa coefficient at zero lift
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q3-(t .V2)*P3*M3~2;XDynanlc Pressure

nn3-0.3332;*0enslty ratio at 20K ft.

a3-(0. 568*0. 25*(1 . 2-tt3)"3)*RR3'0. 6;f Instal led full throttle thrust lapse for a

high bypass turbofan (eqn. 2-42)

T3-1 ; Jcounter

for US3-20:5: M0;*the range of »lng loading

US3M(T3)-US3;

TU3(T3)-(B3/a3)*(K13*n3"2*B3*US3/q3+K2*n3+C0o3/(B3*US3/q3));»the resulting r/ll

rat lo. eqn 2.15

T3-T3+1 jlcounter

end

US3o-q3/B3*sqrt(C0o3/K13);*The mlnlnun U/S for case 3

TU3o-(B3/a3)MK13^i3
A2'B3*US3o/q3*K2*n3*C0o3/(B3*US3o/q3));IThe mini nun T/U for

case 3

I

JCase 1 :Hor Izontal flccelerotlon

ldh/dt-0;conetant altitude

n1-t jfnornal g loading

R4-0;fflddl t lonal drag. Rssu*ed zero throughout

UI-100;Xlnltlal ueloclty.

Uf-776;IFInal ueloclty.

dt"300}ITI»e for acceleration (In seconds)

P4-2116.1*0.2360;IPressure at 35K ft.

dUdt-(Uf-UI )/dt jIRccelerat Ion

B1-0.85;IUelght Fraction

KM-.055;IDrag Curue constant. Obtained from Hlcolal page E-7.

K2-0;IDrag Curue constant

1H-.58;lf1ach Hunber.R "snapshot" In the nlddle of the run

C0o1-.0315;*0rag coefficient at zero lift

g-32. 17;Iflccelerat Ion due to graulty (ft/sec)

q1-(1.1/2)*P1*m~2;*Dynanlc Preeeure

RR1-.3106;IDenelty ratio at 35K ft.

a1-(0. 568*0. 25*(1.2-rH)~3)*RRr0.6;Ilnstal led full throttle thrust lapse for a

high bypass turbofan (eqn. 2-12)

Z«1/g*dUdt;

M«1 jlcounter

for US1-20:5:110jIthe range of elng loading

US1t1(H)-US4;

TU1(T1)-(B1/a1)*(»CM«B1*USVq1 +<2*CDo4/(B1»USVq4) + 2);Xthe resulting T/U ratio.

eqn. 2.18

T4-T1+1 jlcounter

end

I

ICase 5: Takeoff Ground Roll

ldh/dt-0;

Sg-3000;IGround roll takeoff distance

Rh5-. 0023769 jlSea leuel deneltu
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Kto-I .2;Istal l-to-takeof f velocity ratio

CI»-2.5;Wax lift coefficient for takeoff

B5-lj*Uelght Fraction

f15-0;If1ach Number

RR5-1 jIDensI ty ratio at sea level

a5-(0. 568*0. 25*(1.2-M5r3)*RR5*0.6;llnstal led full throttle thrust lopse for a

high bypass turbofan (eqn. 2-42)

g-32. 17;IRccelerat Ion due to graulty (ft/sec)

T5-1 jlcounter

for US5"20:5: MO.Ithe range of sing loading

US5M(T5)-US5;

TU5fl(T5)-((20.9*US5)/(RR5*CI*))/(Sg-87*3qrt(US5/(RR5*CI»)));lthe resulting T/U

ratio. This Is fro* Hlcolal (eqn. 6-3)1

T5-T5+I jlcounter

end

I

ICase 7:Landlng Rol

I

ldhdt-0;

CI»-3.0;IHax lift coefficient for landing

SI -5000; Handing distance

RR-1 jIDenslty ratio at sea level

TUO-0.2: .1:1.2;

US8-(SI-100)*RR*Cln/H8;IFro(i Hlcolal (eqn. 6-5). Note It Is Independent of T/U.

for S-l:11,

US8f1(S)-US8j

end

I

ICase 9; tlalntalnabl I Ity

flflFH-30; Maintenance nan hours per flight hour

T9-1 jlcounter

for US9-20:5:M0,*the range of »lng loading

US9U(T9)-US9;

TU9(T9)-(rinFH/7.257l6)-(0. 1 96568/7 . 2571 6)*US9; fthe resulting T/U ratio. This Is

IHe»berry'e equation for the fighter aircraft only.

TU9T(T9)-(t1r1Fh713.6383)-(0. 1555/13. 6383)*US9jlthe resulting T/U ratio. This Is

INe»berry'e equation using all25 aircraft. It »as used because It Is probably

Imost realistic.

T9-T9+1 jlcounter

end

I

plot(USIH,TU1,US1eh\TU1e,US2H,TU2
(
'x' ,US3f1,TU3, ' + ' ,US1H,TU1, 'o

1

,US5f1,TU5fl, ' *' ,US8

n
I
TU8

(

,

-^US9^1,TU9T,'-.•)
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APPENDIX C

XThls Is on ejection program mlth expressions from Hoerner's Fluid Dynamic Drag

book, Chapter 13.

f

U-300; Xvs
I
ght of the seat and cre» member

g"32.2;laccelerat Ion due to gravity

lt".2;IMach number

GRfl-l . 1 ; I gamma

P-2I 1 6; f * . 9321 jlpressure

g-(GRM/2)*P*f1~2; Jdynamlc pressure .assumed constant

Dg-9;Idrag area (uarles betmeen 1 and 9 f
t
"2

)

•60;Iapproxlmate average vertical velocity

Q-1 ;Icounter

for V-0:M,

vn(o)-v ;

T(Q)-V/»;It Ime Is egual to velocity dlulded by distance

T2(0)-T(0) A
2;*tl«e sguared

X1(0)-8+(g*q*T2(Q)*(Og/U));Ithe front seat trajectory, egn. 26, chap 13

X2(Q)-l6*(g*q*T2(Q)*(Dg/U));fthe back seat trajectory, egn. 26, chap 13

0-0*1 ;Icounter

end

fplot(Xr,Vtt,
,

+
,

I «2',Vn,'*
,

) #

f

Ithls dra»s the rotodome antenna

Ru-[9.7113 10.929 9.7113];

Rl-[9.7113 9.7113 9.7113];

Rc-19.7113 8.553 9.7113];

XD-[I6 28 10];

plot(X0,Ru,X0,RI
)
'-\XD,Rc,•-

,

),
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APPENDIX D

I

IThle eight prograa has teo part*. The first Is a subroutine «hlch computes the

leelght of the propulsion and fuel systems. These figures are needed for the

faaln prograa ehlch Iterates a takeoff eight.
I .

IPropulslon Subroutine

I

IThe beloe ualuee are Inputs that are required for the equations that have been

fobtalned froa "The Fundamentals of Rlrcraft Oeelgn" by Leland H. Hlcolla

(Chapter 20)

fll-pl*2. 375^2; Unlet firea

HI-2; KNuaber of Inlets

Kgeo-I; XDuct Shape Factor

P2-21; IHax Static Pressure at Engine Compressor Face-psla

Kte-lj ITeaperature Correction Factor

Kb-Ij lOuct flaterlal Factor

Ld-3; XSubsonlc Duct Length

Fge-2154; ITotal Ulng Fuel In Gallons

Fgf-Oj ITotal Fuselage Fuel In Gallons

Lf-55; XFuselage Length

He-2; INuaber of Engines

B-72; Ming Span

Ueng-2000? lUelght of Engine

f

IThe equation nuabere froa Hlcolal are Included »lth the appropriate equations.

Utfd-7.135*NI*ad*Rr.5*P2K.731;*20-l5
Ueec-«11.6*((Fg»*Fgf)*tO

A
(-2))

A
.01B|l2O-16

Ubec-7.91*((Fge*Fgf)*10 A
(-2)K.854jI20-18

Ulfr-l3.64*((Fge*Fgf)*t0~(-2)r.392;I20-19

Udd-7.3B*((Fg»*Fgf)*l0"(-2))".158;l20-20

Utp-28.38*((Fge*Fgf)*10~(-2)r.'M2jI20-2l

Uec-88.46*((Lf*B)*Ne*10~(-2)r.294;I20-23

Uee-9.33*(He*Ueng*10~(-3)n.078;l20-26

Ufe-Ueec*Ubsc*Udd*Utp*UI fr,

Upp-Ut fd'Uf s*Uec*Uee*(Ueng»2)
,

f

Main Iteration Prograa

I

IThle prograt le designed to find the appropriate takeoff aelght(Ulo) there the

Xequatlon Is a polynomial elth fraction exponents. The secant aethod Is used to

Iflnd the deelred root. The operative equation (which Is so designated beloa) Is

Xeet up so that Ithe program all I find Uto (o.k.a. X) ahen V le equal to

Izero.The aany equations that proceed the operative equation are portions of the

Xflnal equation. They are eeperate to aake the operative equation aore

laanogeable.

I

IThe btloa values are Inputs that ara required for the equations that have been
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fobtalned fro» "The Fundaientols of Aircraft Design" by Leland H. Hlcolla
(Chapter 20)

N-4.5| tUltltat* Load Factor

toc-0.12; XMaxliu* Thlckneee Ratio

Lle-(21*pl/l80); Heading Edge Seeep

Ct-4; KChord Length at Tip

Cr-13.75; IChord Length at Root

l-Ct/Cr| ITaper Ratio

R-8.lt j Xflspect Ratio

S»-639} lUIng Rrea

Sht-180; IHorlzontal Tall Planfor* Rrea

Bht-21; ISpan of Horizontal Tall

tRht-0.86; IThlckness of Horizontal Tall at Root

C«ac-9.77j tunc of the Ulng

Lt-25; XTall Monent Rm
Htflu-0; IHorlzontal Tall Height to Uertlcal Tall Height Ratio

Sut-15; lUertlcal Tall Rrea

M-.78; fHaxl»ui Hach Hutber at Sea Leuel

Sr-22; IRudder Rrea

Rut-I.lflj IRepect Ratio of Uertlcal Tall

lt-0.5; ITaper Ratio of Uertlcal Tall

Lut-(30*pl/180); XS.eep of the Uertlcal Tall

q-800} Xtlaxlnua Oynaalc Pressure

Lngth-55j XFuselage Length

H-8j Xflaxlau* Fuselage Helgth

Kin I "I j Unlet Constant

Hpll-2; XHutber of Pilots

He-2j XHunber of Engines

Utron-IOOOOj lUelght of Rulonlcs

Hcr-4j XHutber of Cre»

Ksea-H9.12; XEJectlon Seat Constant

Urad-3086; XRadote Uelght

Hfuel-HOOO; XTotal Fuel Uelght

t

XThe equation nunbere fro* Hlcolal are Included with the appropriate equations.

XThe first loop Is used to compute the first t»o values of V after the teo

llnltlal guesses for Hto (X) have been «ade. T»o Initial guesses are required

Ifor the secant tethod.

P-lj

for Uto-40000: 10000:50000, X10K 8. 50K are the t«o Initial guesses.

K(P)-Uto;

U»-l9.29*(1*H«Uto/toc*((tan{Lle)-(2*(l-l))/(fl*(1H)))^2*l)*10
A (-6))M64*((IH)*R

)
A
.7«S»~.58jX20-2

Yh-(Uto*N)
A
.813*Shr.5B4*(Bht/tRht) A

.033*(C«ac/Lt)
A
.28;X20-3a

Uht-.0034*VhA
.915;X20-3a

Vu-(l*HtHv)
A
.5«(Uto*H)".363*Sut

A
t.089*H

A
.60l*Lt

A (-.726)*(l*Sr/Sut)
A .2l7*Rvt".337*

(Mt)\363*(co8(LvO) A (-.4B4):I20-3b
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Uvt-2*0. 19*Vv
A

t .0M;*20-3b
Uf-11.03*(Klnn.23)*(q*10M-2))".215*(Uto*IO^(-3))^.98*(Lngth/M) A

.6t;«20-5

Ulg-l29.1*(Uto*IO A
(-3))

A
.66;X20-7

Uhyd-23.77*(Uto*10 A
(-3))

A
1 . IO;I20-35

Ufl-Hpll*( 15*. 032*Uto*10 A
(-3)); 120-39

Uel-Ne*(4. 80*. 006*Uto*10
A
(-3)); 120-10

Uml-.15*(Uto*10
A
(-3));l20-12

Ue8-316.98*((Ufs*Utron)*10
A
(-3))

A
.509;X20-11

U8t-Ksea*Ncr A 1.2;f20-50

Uox-16.89*Ncr
A 1.191jX20-5l

Uac-201.66*((Utron*200*Ncr)*10
A

( -3)

)

A
. 735; 120-65

Ufc-l.08*(Uto)
A .7;lthls equation Is fro* Roskam PartU

XThe be lorn equation 1 8 the operative equation.

V(P)-(-Uto)*U»*Uht*Uvt*Uf*Ulg*Uhyd*Ufl*Uel*U»l+Uee*Uet*Uox*Uac+Urad*Ufuel*Utron*ll

pp+Ufcj

P-P*1;

end

IThls concludee the loop that computes the valuee of V for the tmo Initial

Xguesses.

I

XThe second loop Is designed to actually find the root. The loop allome for up to

If 8 Iterations.

for J-3:!2,

K(J)-K(J-l)-V(J-1)*((H(J-1)-H(J-2))/(V(J-t)-V(J-2)));IThls Is the sscant method

Iforitulal It computes a value of X (Uto) fro* the previous two X's and their

freepectlve V ualues. The rest of this loop Just computes the net value of V

ffrom the ne»ly compulted H. flore Information on the secant method can be found

I In any numerical methods book.

Uto-H(J)j

U»-l9.29*(1*H*Uto/toc*((tan(Lle)-(2*(1-l))/(n*(t*l)))
A2*1)*10M-6))M61*((1*l)*n

)
A
.7*Sm

A
. 58; 120-2

VhMUto*N) A
.813*Sht

A .581MBht/tnht)
A
.033*(Cmac/Lt)

A
.28;*20-3o

Uht-.0031*Vh\9l5;X20-3a
Vv-(l*HtHv)

A
.5*(Uto*H)

A
.363*Svt

A
1.089*f1

A
.601*Lt

A (-.726)*(1*Sr/Svt)
A
.217*nvt

A .337*

( 1
I t

)

A
. 363*( cos(Lvt )

)

A
( - . 181 ) ; X20-3b

Uvt-2*0. 19*Vv
A

1 .011;*20-3b

Uf-11.03MKInl A !.23)MqM0 A
(-2))

A .2l5MUtoM0 A
(-3))

A
.98Mlngth/H)

A
.6l;*20-5

Ulg-l29.1*(Uto*10 A
(-3))

A
.66;X20-7

Uhyd-23.77»(Uto*10 A
(-3))

A
t.10;l20-35

Ufl-Hpll*(15*.032*Uto*10 A (-3));I20-39

Uel-He*(1. 80+. 006*Uto*10
A
(-3)); 120-10

Uml-.15*(Uto*10 A (-3));*20-12

Ues-316.98M(Ufs*Utron)*10 A
(-3))

A
.509;l20-11

Ust-Ksea*HcrA
1.2;l20-50

Uox-!6.89*Hcr
A
1.194}*20-5l

Uac-201.66*((Utron*200*Hcr)*t0
A
(-3))

A
.735jX20-65

Ufc-1.08*(Ulo)\7iIthl8 equation Id from Roskam PartU
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IThe belo» equation Is the operative equation »hos root me are seeking.

V(J)-(-Uto)*U»*Uht*Uut+Uf+Ulg*Uhyd*Ufl+Uel+Unl*Ues*Ust+Uox*Uac*Urad*Ufuel+IJtronMI

pp*Ufcj

end

dlsp(Uto),

lUto- 5.M90e*01 lbs
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APPENDIX E

AEW1 XLS

GROUP

2250

3580

445

969

2757

269

14000

513

30

109

1 10

45

4000

IIS

4?

236

1473

1762

2043

33

io

1159

134

1165

7

50

ioooo

3000

300

MOMENT ARM Rl

iN FRONT OF THE

X Arm
34

30

55.5

25 5

58

56

30

33

30

30

is

25.5

20

i5

39

30

30

io

io

3i

is

35

io

25

4i

33

33

AIRFRAME

WING (OUT)

WING (WET)
HORIZONTAL TAIL

NACELLES
FUSELAGE

vert tail

Fuel

WING

BLADDER (M)

DUMPS AND DRAIN(M)

CELL BACKING (M)

TRANSFER P~UMPS (M)
~

INFLIGHT REFUELING
ENGINES
ENGINE CONTROLS
STARTING SYSTEMS

HYDs

LANDING GEAR (NOSE)
LANDING GEAR (MAIN)

HYD SYSTEM
FLIGHT CONTROL SYS.

FLT INST

ENG INST

AIR COND
OXY" SYSTEM

ELECT SYSTEM
MISC INST

APU
AVIONICS
RADOME
CHAFF/FLARE LAUNCH
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AEW1.XLS

SEATS 787 19

=SUM(B5:B58)
XCG FROM "5" FEET FORWARD OF NOSE

=D59/B59

ZCG FROM "5 FT BELOW FUSELAGE

=F59/B59

lxx= =L59 slugs/ft
A2

lyy= =M59 slugs/ft
A2

lzz= =N59 slugs/ft
A2

lxy= slugs/ft
A2

lxz= =Q59 slugs/ft
A2

lzy= slugs/ft
A2
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AEW1 XLS

X_MOM
=B5X5
fB8X8
=87X7
=B8X8
=89X9

=812X12

=§i6xi6

=819X19

=§2rc2r

=B2lX23

=|1§X25
=826X28
=B27X27
~B28X28

ZArm
1*2

12

15

1°
9

13

=838X38
=837X37
=§38*038

=B39*C39

=B4iX4T
=B42X42
=843X43
=B44X44

JB48X48
=847X47
=B48X48
=B49X49
=B50X50
=851X51

12

12

12

12

12

10

10

10

2.2

2.2

8

8

10~

10

12

7

9

ii

V
io

19

8

ZMOM Y ARM
=B5'E5 23

=B6*E6

=B7
:

E7

75
456

=B8'E8

=B9*E9

975

"^B12"Ei2 ii

=B16'E16

=B19-E19

=B21*E21

=B23"E23

=B25"|25

=|26JE26
=B27*E27

=B28
:
E28

=B36;E36

=837^37
=838^38
"B39-E39

"B4l"|4r

"B42~E42

"B43ME43

B44*E44

"B46"E48~
;B47^E47
;B48^E48

B49JE49
850*E50

B5i :
E51

7.5

7 5

7.5

7.5

35_
975
4.5
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AEW1.XLS

=B53*C53 9.5 =B53*E53

=SUM(D5:D58) =SUM(F5:F58)
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AEW1.XLS

. . .

(ZI-Zcg)
A
2

=(E5-Zcg) A2

=(E6-Zcg) A
2

=(E7-Zcg) A2

=(E8-Zcg) A2

=(E9-Zcg) A
2

=(E12-1^*2

=(li8-Zci) A2

^E?£ZcgjA2 _"_""_"

Ixx

^BS^JS+KfF)

=B6*(J6+K6)

=B7*(J7 + K7)

=B8*(J8+K8~)

"

=B9*(J9+K9)

=B12*(Ji2 + K12)

=B16 :
(J16+Ri6)

=B19^(\M9+Kl9)~

lyy

=B5*(I5+K5)

=B6*(i6+K6")

=B7'(I7+K7)

=B8
:
(I8+K8)

=B9*(i9+K9)

=Bir(ii2+Ki2)

=B16 7
(I16 + K16)

=BiJnM9+i<i9)

=B2i7i21+K21)

=B23*(I23+K23)

=B25*(I25+K25)

=B26
;
(I26+K26)

=B27*(I27+K27)

=B28*(I28+K28)

(XI-Xcg)A2

=(C5-Xcg) A
2

=(C6-Xcg)A2

=(C7-Xcg)A
2

=(C8-Xcgj A2

=(C9-Xcg)A2

(YI-Ycg)
A
2

=(G5) A
2

=(G6) A2

=(G7) A
2

=(G8) A2

=(G9) A2

=(G12) A
2=(C12-Xcg)A2

=(C18-Xcg) A2 =(G16) A
2

=(C19-Xcg)A2 =(GJ9)
A
2

=(C210(cg)A2 =(G21) A2

=(G23)«2

=(G25) A
2

=(G26) A2

=(G27) A
2

"

=(C23-Xcg) A2_ =(E23-Zcg) A2 =B23*(J23+K23)

^2l%J25+K25L
=B26*(J26+K26)

=B27*(J27+K27)

=B28 :
(J28+K28j

"

=B38*(J38+K38)

=B37 ;
(J37+K37)

""

=B38*(J38*K38)

=B39*(J39+K39)

=(C25-Xcg)A2

=(C26-Xcg)A2

=(C27-Xcg)A
2

=(C28-Xcg)A2

=(E25-Zcg) A
2

=(E26-Zcg)A2

=(E27-Zcg)A2

=(E28-Zcg) A2=(G28) A2

^(E36-Zcg) A2

=(E37-Zcg) A2

=(E38-Zcg)A2

=(E39-Zcg)A2

={G36)A2

=(G37) A2

=(G38) A2

=(G39) A
2

=(C38-Xcg)A2

=(C37-Xcg)A2

=(C38-Xcg)A2

=(C39-Xcg)A2 _

=B36*(I36+K36)

=B37 :
(I37+K37)

=B38 :
(I38+K38)

=B39*(I39+K39)

^B4r(741+K4lj

=B42*(I42+K42)

=B43*(J43+K43)

=B44*(I44+K44)

=B46^|46+K48]

=B47*(I47+K47)

=B48*(I48+K48)

=B49*(I49+K49)

=B5(T(i50+K50)

=B5i ;
(l5i+K5ij

=(C41-Xcg)A2 =(G41) A2 =(E41-Zcg)A2 =B4£iJ41+K41j
=B42*(J42+K42)=(C42-Xcg) A2

=(C43-Xcg) A2

=(G42) A
2

=(G43J
A2

=(E42-Zcg) A2

=(E43-Zcg)A2 =B43^J43+K43)

=B44*(J44+K44j

^B465J46*K46[
=B4>(J47+K47)~
=B48'(J48+K48)

=B49 ;(J49+K49)

=B50*(J50+K50)

=B51 i
(J51+K51)

=(C44-Xcg)A2 =(G44) A2 =(E44-ZCQ)A2

=(C46-Xcg)A2

=(C47-Xcg) A2

=(G46) A
2

=(G47) A2

=(E46-Zcg) A
2

=(E47-Zcg)A2

=(E48-Zcg)A2=(C48-Xcg)A2 =(G48)A
2

=(C49-Xcg)A2

={C50-Xcg)A2

=(C51-Xcg)A2

=(G49)A2

=(G50) A2

=(G51J
A2

=(E49-Zcg)A2

=(E50-Zcg)A2
"

=(E51-Zcg)A2
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AEW1.XLS

=(C53-Xcg)A2 =(G53) A2 =(E53-Zcg)A2 =B53*(J53+K53) =B53*(I53+K53)

=SUM(L5:L57) =SUM(M5:M57)
=L58/32.174 =M58/32.174
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lyz' izxIzz Ixy

=B5*(I5+J5) =0 =0 =B5*(C5-Xcg)*(E5-Zcg)

=B8*(I6+J6) =0

-0

-0

=B6*(C6-Xcg)*(E6-Zcg)

=B7'(C7-Xcg)*(E7-Zcg)

=B8*(C8-Xcg)»(E8-Zcg)

=B9'(C9-Xcg)'(E9-Zcg)

^BI2*(Ci2-Xcg)*(E12-Zcgj
~

=B16*(Cj6-Xcg)*(E!6-Zcg)

=B19VC19-Xcg)*(E!9-Zcg)

^32 ! •(C2I0(cg'y(E2~T-Zcg)
~

=B7*(I7+J7) =0

=B8*(I8+J8) =0

=0

=0

=B9*(I9+J9) -0

=0

=B12*(I12+J12)

^BiFoie+Jie)
-

=B19*(I19+J19) =0

=0

=0

=B21*(I21+J21)

=B23*(I23+J23) =0 =B23'(C23-Xcg)*(E23-Zcg)

=B25*(I25+J25) =0 =0 =B25*(C25-Xcg)*(E25-Zcg)

=B26*(I26+J26) =0 =0 =B26*(C26-Xcg)*(E26-Zcg)

=B27*(I27+J27) =0 =0 =B27»(C27-Xcg)*(E27-Zcg)

=B28*(I28+J28) =0 =0 =B28*(C28-Xcg)*(E28-Zcg)

=B38*(I38+J36) =0 =0 =B36*(C36-Xcg)*(E36-Zcg)

=B37*(I37+J37) =0 =0 =B37'(C37-Xcg)*(E37-Zcg)

=B38*(I38+J38) =0 =0 =B38*(C38-Xcg)*(E38-Zcg)

=B39*(I39+J39) =0 =0 =B39*(C39-Xcg)*(E39-Zcg)

=B41*(I41+J41) =0 -0 =B4l*(C4l-Xcg)*(E4!-Zcg)

=B42*(I42+J42) =0 =0 =B42*(C42-Xcg)*(E42-Zcg)

=B43*(I43+J43) =0 =0 =B43'(C43-Xcg)»(E43-Zcg)

=B44*(I44+J44) =0 =0 =B44*(C44-Xcg)*(E44-Zcg)

=B46*(I46+J46) =0 =0 =B46*(C46-Xcg)*(E46-Zcg)

=B47*(I47+J47) =0 =0 =B47*(C47-Xcg)*(E47-Zcg)

=B48*(I48+J48) =0 =0 =B48*(C48-Xcg)*(E48-Zcg)

=B49*(I49+J49) =0 =0 =B49*(C49-Xcg)*(E49-Zcg)

=B50*(I50+J50) =0 =0 =B50»(C50-Xcg)*(E50-Zcg)

=B51*(I51+J51) =0 =0 =B51*(C51-Xcg)*(E5l-Zcg)
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=B53*(!53+J53) =0 =0 =B53'(C53-Xcg)»(E53-Zcg)

=SUM(N5:N57) =0 =0 =SUM(Q5:Q57)
=N58/32.174 =058/32. =P58/32. =Q58/32.174
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GROUP

2250

3580

445

969

2757

269

i4000

513

30

109

iio

45

4000

1 16

41

236

1473

1762

2043

33

io

1 159

134

1 165

7

50

ioooo

3000

300

MOMENT
INFRON1

X Ami
34

30

55.5

25.5

29

58

30

30

"~33

30

30

is

25.5

20

13

39

30

30

10

io

3i

is

35

io

25
41"

33

33

ARM Rl

' OF THE t

X MOM
"76500

i07400

248975
24709.5

79953

^5602

EFERENCED FROM "5" FE

JOSE.
;
5 FEET BELOW T

AIRFRAME
Z Arm

i2
"
i2

is

io

9

i3

12

i2

i2

i2

if

io

io

io

ZMOM
27000

42960

6675

9690

24813

3497

168000

6156

360

i308

1320

450

40000

1160

Y ARM
23

7.5

4 56

975

ii

7.5

7.5

6

75

7.5

3.5

9.75

4 5

'

6

6

WING (OUT)

WINGJWET)
HORIZONTAL TAIL

NACELLES
FUSELAGE"

VERT TAIL

FUEL ~

WiNG

BLADDER (M)

DUMPS AND DRAIN(M)

420000

i5390

990

3270

~ 3300

875

CELL BACKING (M)

TRANSFER PUMPS (M)

INFLIGHT REFUEUNG
ENGINES 102000

_2320

3068
' ~ 57447
" 52860

6i290

330

ioo

35929

2010

"40775

70

1250

4ioooo

99000

9900

ENGINE CONTROLS
STARTING SYSTEMS

HYDs

LANDING GEAR (NOSE)
LANDING GEAR (MAIN)

2.2

2 2

8

8

io

io

i2

7

9

ii

8

io

i9

8

5192
32406
i4096

16344

330

ioo

13908

938

i0485

77

400

100000

57000

2400

hyd system
flight control sys.

Flt inst

ENG INST"

AJR COND
OXY " SYSTEM

ELECT SYSTEM
MISC INST

APU
AVIONICS
RADOME
CHAFF/FLARE LAUNCH

(XI-_Xcgj-2

2 519329

5.82i4J3
533.0206

47 78626

ii 64693

654.7068

5 821413

5 821413

"0.34485

5 821413

5i2]4i3
303.2042

47.78628

i540766

376.8553

43 39i72

5 821413

5 821413

50233i8
502.33i8

i_995892

303.2042

8.893808

502.33J8
54 94902

73.74068

34485

0.34485
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SEATS 787 19 14953 9.5 7476.5| 179.9021

51393 1665789 560703

XCG FROM "5" FEET FORWARD OF NOS

32.41276

ZCG FROM "5 FT BELOW =USELAGE

10.91011

lxx= 100006.3 slugs/ft
A2

lyy= 74175.85 slugs/ft
A2

lzz= 147693.2 slugs/ft
A2

lxy= slugs/ft
A2

lxz= -14.9335 slugs/ft
A2

lzy= slugs/ft
A2
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•yy.

8341.175

, . , . ..

Izz

1195918

Ixy

000

00

00

00

000

000

00

000

000

Jyj
000

000

00

__Jzx
3,892 3i

-9.414 12

42,01880

Ixx(YI-Ycg)
A
2

529

56.25

(Zl-Zcg^2

T.18786

U8786
18.7272

0.828301

3.848521

1192923

205627.5

18698.75

92918 19

10058.97

25093.2

244637.8

47107 51

42169.57

177291

98129.82

3595757

45.98129

222215.7

248447.3

1384204

32110.6

208665TJ

868999.8

31842.63

1090.346

20.7936

95.0625 00

000

000

OfX)

000

00

000

0.00

000

000

0.00

6.096 34

J7.972 J9

14.384 64

-16.8J500

-1.549 01

19 20

~
-286 63

"-289.26

713.14

25.165 50

1.310.45

39.904 60

-84,514.23

12,371 71

14,344 72

2J21 4.367639 33723.89

~56 25 1.18786
_
804130

29465J32

TM5.638

~
56.25 1.18786

~T.l876638

7640107 6765.784

6827.855

14195.44

571395

20221.89

000

000

000

000

000

58.25 1.18786 8260.727

6318165
588.5235

383583.2

2445.083

"771.02

13681.46

194458.2

17968.97

56.25 1.18788

12.25 0.828301

0.828301

0.828301

95.0825

20.25

000

000

0.00

0.00

00

000

000

000

IJbo

000

000

000

000

000

000

000

000

000

000

000

000

000

000

00

000

000

17904.38

164778.7

106842.2

175666.7

25179.25

29194.79

36

75.86602 88937.84

116944

10257.33

11893.15

75.86602

8.488742

8.468742

14921.92

17301.64

16578.95

5023.318

2313.239

40629.37

0.828301

0.828301

27.33393 16604.28

5031.601

3689.968

673.14

203.98

-1,784.57

9,123.50

7^.757 33

-14. io

8.283008

1378.729

2048.721

1.18788

15.28896 4287809

3.648521 4250.527

0.056561

423.4371

8283.008

196338.9

2540.623

12048.81

3518.379

3170.888

745689.8

197373.5

2644.078

7798.287

3518.323

2747.451

737406.8

1034.551

103.45511

0.00808

8.488742

0.828301

65.44831

8.468742

1.078 60

-78,153 35

000

000

14,252 II

-512.68
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I I

I

1.988411 1564.88 143147.9 141583 0.00 0.00 14,884.90

3217604 2386534 4751882 0.00 0.00 -480.4688632

100006.3 74175.85 147693.2 -14.93345133
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APPENDIX F

f 'ooiilin.-iics <.f I? I'ri (Mil Miick Siijirii titii ;il \ it foil Rf 72] (171 2

[Vsi|»n(v| for 7 l.ifi (Wfliricnt

^—— ___
-"~~~-

x/c (y/c),, ( Y /C), y/r- ( v /r)
n

(y/c),

0.000 0. 0000 o.oooo . 500 .0584 -.0554
. 002 .0092 -.0092 .510 . 05B1 -.'0546
. 005 .0141 -.0141 .520 . 0577 -.0537
. 010 .0190 -.0190 .530 . 0573 - 0528
. 020 . 0252 -.0252 . 540 . 0569 - .0518
. 030 . 0294 - .0294 . 550 . 0564 - 0508
. 040 .0327 -.0327 . 560 . 0559 -

. 0496
.050 . 0354 -.0353 . 570 . 0554 -

. 0484
.060 . 0377 -.0376 . 580 . 0549 -.0471
.070 .0397 -.0396 . 590 . 0543 -

. 0457
. 080 .0415 -.0414 .600 .0537 -.0443
.090 .0431 -.0430 . 610 . 0530 -.0429
. 100 .0446 -.0445 . 620 . 0523 -

. 0414
. 110 .0459 -.0459 .630 .0516 -.0398
. 120 .0471 -.0472 . 640 .0508 -.0382
. 130 .0483 -.0484 .650 .0500 -.0366
. 140 .0494 -.0495 .660 .0491 -.0349
. 150 .0504 -.0505 .670 .0482 -.0332
. 160 .0513 -.0514 .680 .0472 -.0315
. 170 .0522 .0523 .690 .0462 -.0298
. 180 .0530 -.0531 . 700 .0451 -.0280
. 190 .0537 -.0539 .710 . 0440 -.0262
.200 . 0544 -.0546 .720 .0428 -.0244
.210 .0551 -.0553 . 730 . 0416 -.0226
.220 .0557 -.0559 . 740 . 0403 -.0208
.230 .0562 -.0564 . 750 .0390 -.0191
.240 . 0567 -.0569 . 760 . 0376 -.0174
.250 .0572 -.0574 .770 .0362 -.0157
.260 . 0576 -.0578 . 780 . 0347 -.0141
.270 .0580 -.0582 . 790 .0332 -.0125
. 280 .0584 -.0585 . 800 .0316 -.0110
. 290 .0587 -. 0588 . 810 . 0300 -

. 0095
. 300 .0590 -.0591 .820 .0283 -. 0082
.310 .0592 -0593 .830 .0266 -. 0070
. 320 .0594 -.0595 . 840 . 0248 -

. 0059
.330 . 0596 -.0596 .850 . 0230 -. 0050
. 340 .0598 -.0597 .860 .0211 -.0043
. 350 . 0599 - .0598 .870 .0192 -

. 0038
. 360 . 0600 -.0598 . 880 .0172 - .0035
.370 . 0601 -.0598 . 890 .0152 -

. 0033
. 380 .0601 -.0598 .900 .0131 -. 0034
. 390 .0601 -.0597 .910 .0110 -.0036
. 400 . 0601 -.0596 . 920 . 0088 -. 0041
. 410 .0601 -.0594 . 930 .0065 -.0049
. 420 . 0600 -.0592 .940 . 0042 -.0059
.430 .0599 -.0589 . 950 .0018 -.0072
.440 .0598 -.0586 .960 -.0007 -.0087
. 450 .0596 -.0582 .970 -.0033 -.0105
.460 .0594 -.0578 .980 -. 0060 - .0126
.470 .0592 -.0573 .990 -. 0088 -.0150
.480 .0590 -.0567 1 .000 -.0117 -.0177
.490 .0587 -.0561
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APPENDIX G
IZero lift drag coefflcent of entire aircraft. This program nil I compute

flsolated parts of the aircraft t then sua then. This Is fro* DRTCOfl.

I

IPart 1 : Isolated Ulng

Cr-l3.75;IRoot Chord (ft)

Ct-4;ITIp Chord (ft)

toe-. 12;IThlckness Ratio

L I o-2 1 *p t / 1 80 ; fLead I ng Edge Sneep (rods)

B-72;IUIng Span ( f t

)

HU-l.573*1(T(-1);*U1scoslty (ft~2/s)

Ulnf-820;*Freestream Ueloclty (ft/s)

l-Ct/Cr;*Taper Ratio

B2-B/2;*Half Ulng Span (ft)

TLIe-tan(Lle);fcTangent of Leading Edge S»eep (rods)

Ctp-TLIe*B2;

Crp-Ct*Ctp-Cr;

Sfp-2*((B2*(Cr*Crp))-(.5*B2*Ctp)-(.5*B2*Crp));IUIng Rrea (fr2)
Cb-(2/3)*Cr*((1*!*l A2)/(1*l));IC bar - flean Aerodynamic Chord

Re-Ulnf*Cb/NU;*Reynolds Number

Cbf-0.455*(logl0(Re))~(-2.58);XRverage Turbulent Skin Friction Coefficient

Cdom-2*Cbf*(1+(2*tocW100*tocM)),»Cdo of the Ulng. eqn. 4.1.5.1a

f

IPart 2: Isolated Rotodome (not Including Pylon)

Crr-24;*Rotodome Root Chord (ft)

Ctr-0;IRotodome Tip Chord (ft)

tocr-. 135;IRotodome Thickness Ratio

lr-Ctr/Crr;IRotodome Taper Ratio

Cbr-(2/3)*Crr*((1+lr*lr*2)/(l*lr))j*C bar - Rotodome flean Aerodynamic Chord

Rer-Ulnf*Cbr/NU;IReynolds Number

Cbfr-0.455*(loglO(Rer))~(-2.58);IRotodome Ruerage Turbulent Skin Friction

ICoeff Iclent

Cdor-2*Cbfr*(1*(2*tocrWI00*tocr~4));ICdo of Rotodome prior to multiplication

lof Rotodome-UIng Rrea Ratio, eqn. 4.1.5.1a

Sr-pl*12 A
2;IRotodome Rrea (ft"2)

Cdorp-Cdor*Sr/Sfp,ICdo prime of Rotodome

I

IPart 3: Rotodome Pylon (Support)

IThe Pylon has been approximated ae a mlng »lth the following dimensions.

Crs-l3;XRotodome Pylon Root Chord (ft)

Cts-8;*Rotodome Pylon Tip Chord (ft)

tocs-.3;IRotodome Pylon Thickness Ratio

le-Cts/CrsjIRotodome Pylon Taper Ratio

Cbs-(2/3)*Crs*((Ms*ls~2)/(1Hs));*C bar-Rotodome Pylon tlean Rerodynamlc Chord

Res-Ulnf*Cbe/NU;fReynolds Number

Cbfs-0.455*(logl0(Res)) A (-2.58);XRotodome Pylon Ruerage Turbulent Skin Friction

ICoefflclent

Cdo8-2*Cbf«*(1*(2*tocs)+(100*toc»~4))i*Cdo of Rotodome Pglon prior to
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Imuit ipl Icat Ion of Pylon-UIng Rrea Ratio, eqn. 1.1. 5. la

Ss-((13*B)/2)*0.4;*Rotodome Pylon ftrea (ft~2)

Cdosp»Cdo8*Ss/Sfp
( ICdo prime of Rotodome Pylon

I

IN0TE:The actual Cdo from Parts 2 I 3 mas obtained from Grumman and Is 0.008.

I

IPart 4i Isolated fuselage (Body) >

IThls program assumes a ogive shaped body.

Dmax"8;IHax Diameter of Fuselage

Lb-55;IFuselage Length

FR"l_b/Dmax ; IF I neness Rat I

o

Ob-I .OjIBase Diameter

Reb-Ulnf*Lb/NU;IReynolds Number

Cbfb-0.455*(log10(Reb))*(-2.58);IFuselage Ruerage Turbulent Skin Friction

ICoefflclent

S»oSb-18.85;IFrom USRF SIC Dot Com Figure 2.3.3

Sb-pl*4*2;IFrontal Rrea of Fuselage

Cdof-t ,02*Cbf*(1+(1 .5/(Lb/Dmax)
A

1 .5)*(7/(Lb/Dmax)
A
3))*S«oSb;ICdo-Fuselage Skin

IFrlctlon. First part of eqn. 4.2.3.1a

Cdobb-(0.029*(Db/Dmax) A3)/(sqrt(Cdof));IBase Pressure Cdo. eqn. 4.2.3.1b

Cdob-Cdof*Cdobb;ICdo of Fuselage prior to multiplication of Fuselage-UIng Rrea

XRatlo. eqn. 4.2.3.1a

Cdobp-Cdob*Sb/Sfp,ICdo prime of Fuselage

f

IPart 5: Isolated Horizontal Tall

Crh-9;IHorlzontal Tall Root Chord (ft)

Cth-6;IHorlzontal Tall Tip Chord (ft)

Cthp-3;

toch-. 12;IHorlzontal Tall Thickness Rat lo

Bh2-12;IHorlzontal Tall Half Span

lh-Cth/Crh;IHorlzontal Tall Taper Ratio

Cbh-(2/3)*Crh*((1 + lh*llT2)/(Mh));IC bar-Horizontal Tall Mean Rerodynamlc Chord

Reh-Ulnf*Cbh/NU;IReynolds Humber

Cbfh-0.455*(log10(Reh)K(-2.58);IHorlzontal Tall Average Turbulent Skin Friction

ICoefflclent

Cdoh-2*Cbfh*(1*(2*toch)*(100*tochM));ICdo of Horizontal Tall prior to

Imult Ipl Icat Ion of Horizontal Tall-UIng Rrea Ratio, eqn. 4.3.3.1a

Saph-2*(Crh*Bh2-.5*Bh2*Cthp);IHorlzontal Tall Rrea (fr2)
Cdohp-Cdoh*Saph/Sfp,ICdo prime of Horizontal Tall

I

IPart 6: Isolated Uertlcal Tall

Crv-6;IUertlcal Tall Root Chord (ft)

Ctv-3;IUertlcal Tall Tip Chord (ft)

Cthp-3}

tocv-.12;IUert leal Tall Thickness Rat I

o

I v-Ctu/CrvjfUertlcal Tall Taper Ratio

Cbv-(2/3)*Crv*((1 + lu*lu
A2)/(Mu))}IC bar-Uertlcal Tall ttean Rerodunamlc Chord
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Reo-Ulnf*Cbv/HU,'IReynolds Number

Cbfu-0.155*(loglO(Rev)) A
(-2.59);IUertlcal Toll Ruerage Turbulent Skin Friction

ICoef

f

Iclent

Cdou-2*Cbfu*(1 + (2*tocv)*(100*tocvM));ICdo of Uertlcal Tall prior to

fault Ipllcat Ion of Uert leal Tal I -Ulng Area Rat lo . eqn. 1.4.3.1a

Sopv-90;*Uertlcal Tall Rrea (ft
A
2)

Cdovp-Cdou*Sapv/Sfp,ICdo prime of Uertlcal Tall

I

ITotal

Cdo-Cdo»*Cdorp*Cdo8p*Cdobp*Cdohp*Cdoup,ITotal Rlrcraft Cdo. eqn.4.5.3.lb

Cdoa-Cdo»*.008*Cdobp*Cdohp*Cdoup, ITotal Rlrcraft Cdo using actual rotodome drag

lnfor»at Ion.

I

ICdo -0.0177

ICdoa-0.0205
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APPENDIX H

IThls program Is designed to calculate the Coefficient of Drag, Uft-to-Drag
mat la, Thrust Required, Po»er Required, Poser Available, Excess Po»er, Rate

lof Cllub, Endurance and Range. The equations are found In any Intrductory

lalrcraft book. This anallysls »as perfor»ed using Anderson's "Introduction to

IF light, Chapter 6.

% J

Cdo-0.0205;inircraft Coefficient of Drag
nn=8. 11; inspect Ratio

e-0.8;IEfflclency

U-53000{Ifllrcraft Uelght

Ufuel-M000;*Fuel Uelght

Ue-53000-MOOOjIEinpty Uelght

DO-. 0023769*1 ;IDenslty (sl/fr3)
SIG-R0/.0023769;IDenslty natlo

Thr-25100*(SIG);IThrust

SFC-0. 33/3600 ;ISpec If Ic Fuel Consumption

S-639;IUIng Orea (fr2)
K-1/(pl*nn*e);

T-1 jlcounter

for n-.05: .05:3,IThls Is the range of CI chosen.

CI(T)-R;ICoefflclent of Lift Matrix

Clsq(T)-R A
2;ICI squared

Cd(T)-Cdo*K*R"2;«Co*puted Cd Matrix, eqn. 6.1c

LoD(T)-CI(T)/Cd(T);ILIft-to-Drag natlo (»ax L/D-16)

TR(T)-U/LoD(T);*Thruat Required for Leuel, Unaccelerated Flight, eqn. 6.15

U(T)-sqrt(2*U/(n0*S*CI(T)));«Ueloclty calculated from CI. eqn. 6.16

PTR(T)-.5*n0*U(T)"2*S*Cdo;IParasltlc Thrust Required for Level, Unaccelerated

IFMght. eqn. 6.17 (1st part)

ITn(T)-.5*nO*U(T) A
2*S*K*n

A2;Ilnduced Thrust Required for Level, Unaccelerated

IFIIght. eqn. 6.17 (2nd part)

PR(T)-TR(T)*U(T);JIPo»er Required for Level, Unaccelerated Flight, eqn. 6.23

PRp(T)-9qrt(2*U A
3*Cd(T)

A
2/(R0*S*CI(T)

A
3));«Poter Required for Level,

lUnaccelerated Flight (double check), eqn, 6.26

PPR(T)-PTR(T)*U(T);IParasltlc Poter Required for Level, Unaccelerated Flight

IPR(T)-!TR(T)*U(T);f Induced Poter Required for Level, Unaccelerated Flight

Pnp(TWhr*U(T);*Po»er Available (the slope of this line Is the thrust)

EDR(T)-(1/SFC)*Lo0(T)*log(U/Ue);IEndurance. eqn. (6.63)

nMG(T)-2*sqrt(2/(n0*S))*(1/SFC)*(sqrt(CI(T))/Cd(T))*(sqrt(U)-sqrt(Ue));inange-

leqn. (6.68)

Gang(T)-atan(t/Lo0(T))*(180/pl);IGIIde angle (In degrees), eqn. 6.47

IGrng(T)-H*LoD(T);IGIIde Oange. figure 6.30

T-T+1 jlcounter

end

X-1 ;fcounter

for UR-0!35.7:999.6, 10 to 1000 fpe

UnM(X)-Un;IUeloclty Matrix

PR(X)-Thr*UR;*Po»er Available Matrix (Thr Is the slope of this line)
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X-XH ;fcounter

end

PS-PRp-PR;fExcess Power Matrix, eqn. 6.12

RoC-PS/U;*Rate of Cllnb. eqn. 6.43

Thet-asln(RoC./U).*(180/pl);*cllnb angle, eqn. 6.11

Idlsp(LoD),

Idlsp(PS),

ldlsp(RoC.*60),

*plot(Cd,CI),

Iplot(Cd,Clsq),

fplot(U.TR),

Iplot(v\TR,v
,

l
PTR,• — ' ,U, ITR, ' —

' ),

lplot(U,PR,U,PPR,' — \U,IPR,' — \U,PRp, ,

x\Unt1,PR,
, -*)

(

Iplot(U,EDR./3600),

*plot(U,RNG./6000),

Iplot(0\RoC*60),

%

Ithls le a result of actual thrust/po»er obtained from OHX/OFFX

PRsl-[8317933 II 130578 13378120 13693171 11018122 13970359 13852273] factual PR

tlatrlx at sea level

PR15 -l.0e*07*[0.5317 0.70061 0.8316 I. 13623 1 .2283];IPoier Available at 15K

PR35 -l.0e*06*[2.2601 3.0139 3.6222 5.5050 6.2335];IPo»er Available at 35K

Hsl-[.3 .1 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9];

n-U./(1116);

f1a«-URrl./(l116);

1115-[.3 .1 .5 .8 .99];

1135-1.3 .1 .5 .8 .9]}

fpl ot (H, PR, '

o
', M, PRp,

,

-\f1a»,PR,
,

-',t1,PR,'-\f135,PR35, '--'),

PSR1-1.0e*07*[0 .2195122 .6585366 .8780188 1.0311163 1.03 .9993 .9105 .8893

.8113 .8016 .7692 .7371 .7087 .6825 .6586 .6365 .6161 .5972 .5796 .5631 .5177

.5332 .5191 .5065 .1912 .1825 .1711 .1609 .1508 .1111 .1318 .1230 .1111 .1062

.3983 reros( 1,25)]}

PSR2-I.0e*07*tzeros(1,36) .3907 .3834 .3763 .3694 .3628 .3563 .3501 .3111 .3382

.3325 .3269 .3215 .3163 .311 .3062 .3013 .2966 .2920 .2871 .2830 .2787 .2715

.2703 .2663 .2623];

PSR-PSR1*PSR2;*actual PS (excess po»er) natrlx at Sea Level

11R1-[.81 .8 .7 .6

.2655 .2571 .2191

.1913 .1909 .1877

zeros(1,20)];

11R2-[rero8(1,11) ,

.1440 .1426 .1412

HR-11RM1R2;

RoCR-(PSR./U)*60;*actual RoC Hatrlx

*plot(HR,RoCR),

PSR151-1.0e*06*[0 1.852 4.259 5.556 6.204 6.296 5.926 5.6713 5.4431 5.2319

5.0362 4.8543 4.6846 4.5260 4.3771 4.2371 4.1051 3.9804 3.6621 3.7499 3.6431
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5 .45 .4198 .3886 .3635 .3427 .3252 .3100 .2968 .2852 .2718

2424 .2359 .2299 .2244 .2192 .2144 .2099 .2056 .2017 .1979

1847 .1818 .1790 .1763 .1738 .1714 .1690 .1668 .1617 .1626

606 . 1587 . 1568 . 1550 . 1533 . 1516 . 1500 . 1484 . 1169 . 1151

1399 .1386 .1374 .1362 .1350 .1339 .1327] i



3.5113 3. -14-41 3.3511 3.2620 3.1766 3.0911 3.0151 2.9391 2.8660 2.7951

zeros (1 , 20) J;

PSR152•1.0e06*[zeros(1,31) 2.7267 2.6605 2.5963 2.5312 2.1739 2.1151 2.3585

2.3032 2.2191 2.1970 2.1160 2.0962 2.0177 2.0003 1.9511 1.9089 1.8617 1.8215

1.7792 1.7378 1.6973 1.6575 1.6186 1.5801 1.5130 1.5062];

PSR15-PSR151*PSR152;tactual PS (excess po»er) matrix at 15K

f1R151-(.957 .9 .8 .7 .6 .5 .15 0.1023 0.3852 0.3701 0.3566 0.3115 0.3336 0.3236

0.3115 0.3061 0.2981 0.2912 0.2815 0.2782 0.2721 0.2669 0.2617 0.2568 0.2522

0.2178 0.2136 0.2396 0.2359 0.2323 0.2288 0.2255 0.2221 0.2191 0.2165

zerosd ,22) J;

nR152-[zeros(1,35) 0.2137 0.2110 0.2081 0.2059 0.2035 0.2012 0.1989 0.1967

0.1916 0.1926 0.1906 0.1887 0.1868 0.1850 0.1833 0.1816 0.1799 0.1783 0.1767

0.1752 0.1737 0.1723J;
MR15-HR151+MR152;

RoCR15-(PSR15./U)*60;*actual FloC Matrix

Iplot(HR15,RoCR15,' — *),
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fthls program computes the takeoff and landing distances for the flEU aircraft

It Is based on the analysis presented In chapter 10 of Hlcolal.

f

Ulo-l85;Iueloclty at lift off

T-25100;Ithrust

g-32.

I

7;faccelerat Ion due to gravity

U'53000;I»elght

Cdo- . 02 ; Iparos I t I c drag

S-639;Itotal wing area

n0v0023769;*denslty (90 deg. day--> .002211

)

C!-2.01;Xcoefflclent of lift

b-72;*Blng span

h-l 1 .

1

jfhelght of «lng above ground

Ph«((f6*h/b) A
2)/(l*((16*h/bK2))j

OR-8. 1 1 ;Iaspect ratio

e- .8; lef f Ic lency

K-1/(pl*e*RR);

L-,5*R0*Ulo~2*S*Cf;«IIM

Cd-Cdo*(rh*Cr2*K);Icoefflclent of drag

0-.5*R0*Ulo A
2*S*Cd;tdrag

fr-.01;Ifrlct Ion

Slo-(U!o'2MU/g))/(2*(T-(D*fr*(U-L)))),Idlstance to takeoff

Sro*3*Ulo,Idlstance to rotate

Rf-U!o
A
2/(gM1.152-l));Iradlus of rotation

Scl-Rf«sln(. 16978),

Htof-Rf*(!-co8(. 16978)),

Sobs-(50-Htof )/tan( . 16978)

,

Stot-Slo*Sro*Scl*Sobs,

Sloa-1.11*lT2/(g*R0*S*3*(T-(D*fr*(U-L)))),

I

U I "17000

;

Clit'3;

Us«sqrt(2*UI/(CI**nO*S));

UI-l.2*Us!

Ulf-I .235*Us;

Clf-2*UI/(R0*Uir2*S):

Cd-Cdo*(Ph*C1» A
2*K);Icoefflclent of drag

D-.5*R0*Ur2*S*Cd;Idrag
frl-.5;

Rlf-Uir2/(g*(l.22-l))
(

Sgl-(50-(R1(M1-co9(2*pl/180))))/tan(2*pl/180),

S!f-Rlf*9ln(2*pl/IB0),

SI = 1.69*tr2/(g*R0*S*Cln*(T-(D*frl*(U-L)))), Handing rollout

Stfl-Sgl+Slf+Sf,

t
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APPENDIX I

XThls program ill! computs the stabl 1 1 tg derivatives for three flight
conditions. The conditions »lll be at tt-0.2, 0.10, 0.70. Corresponding altitudes

•III be h-sl, 30K, and 30K respectively. These conditions III be denoted by a

I, 2, and 3 respectively. JUhen parameters have defined »lth little more than an

educated guess, It »lll be denoted mith a * symbol. Calculations are done IRU

Roskam Part Ul

.

I

U-1T000;Xmld range melght

S"639;Imlng reference area

Lc4-17.5*pl/180;fsmeep at quarter chord

M/(pl*.8*8.1l)j
Cdo"0.02;Iparaslt Ic drag coefficient

Cmomf--. 1512;inoskam Part Ul.Chap 8

dCmdCI--.215;*(aCm/aCI )auerage of OatCom 8. Roskom results

Q-l ;Icounter

for I1-. 2:i.28i. 77,

If f1<0. 3,

P"2I 16. 2;lpressure • sea level

else

P-21l6.2*.2975;*pressure • 30K

end

nn(g)-fi;

CL(Q)-U*2/(M*P*rr2*S);*coefflclent of lift

Cm(Q)-Cmomf*CL(Q)*dCmdCI;fllnear moment coefficient

C0(Q)-Cdo*K«CL(Qr2;fdrag coefficient

CDu(Q)-(-4)*K*CL((?r2;*eqn< tO. 10)

CLu(0)-(H
A
2*coe(Lc1)*2*CL(0))/(l-r1

A2*cos(Lc4)^2);leqn(10.11)

Q"Q f I ;fcounter

end

%

CLa-M.822 5.17 6.25];*computed In the Lift Curve Slope program.

Cma-dCmdCI.*CLa;Ieqn(10.19)

I

Sh-180;Ihorlzontal tall surface area

Xbach-(25.7/9.77);*deflned In chapter 10, Page 380

Xbcg-(5.1/9.77)jldeflned In chapter 10, Page 380

ada-.95;l ,horl2ontal-to-freestream dynamic pressure (qh/q)

deda-0.33;I fdomnmash gradient at horizontal tall (page 272)

CLah-t3.00 3.35 4.43j;*»llft curve slopes of the horizontal tvertlcal telle

Ubh-(Xbach-Xbcg)*(Sh/S);*horlzontal tall volume coefficient

CLad-2*ada*deda*Ubh.*CLah;ICI alpha dot

Cmad-(-2)*ada*deda*Ubh*(Xbach-Xbcg).*CLah;XCm alpha dot

f

fThis concludee the longitudinal calculations FOR H0U and begins Lat-DIr

lea leu I at Ions.

X

11) CuB-sldeforce-due-to-eldesllp (10.2.4.1.1)
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Dlh-2;Idlhedral (In degrees)

Kl-f .73;*fro» figure 10.0 (Zx--3.3 t df/2'1)

Ro-3.5;fradlus of fuselage where the flo» ceases to be a potential (

f

IglO. 10, 1 1

)

So-pl*Ro
A
2;Iarea at that point

Bv-I0;ltotal span of the vertical tall

Sv-15;Iarea of one of the vertical tails

Rv-Bv
A
2/Sv;fvert leal tall aspect ratio

Rvrat lo-l .028;*fro» figure 10.19

flvef f-fiv*fivrat lo;lef feet Ive flu

CyBve f f-3 ; I fro» f
I
gure 10.18

Cyrat lo-0.865;f fro* figure 10.17

CyB»--.00573*Olh;*CyO of the ilng

CyBf-(-2)*KI*(So/S);*CyB of the fuselage

CyBv-(-2)*Cyratlo*Cypveff*(Sv/S);fCyB of the vertical tall

Cy0-CyB» 4CyBf +Cy0v;Ithe grand total

I

12) ClO-rollIng moment -due-to-s Ides I Ip (10.2.1.1.2)

CIBCI--.001 ;tfrom figure 10.20. Iterating between taper ratio of 8. .5

K«L-[ 1 .01 1.125 1.3j;Iflgure 10.21 using 11-. 2, . 18, . 76 8. c/2-15 degrees

Kf-0.97;Iflgure 10.22

CIBCIR-.0002;*flgure 10.23

CIB0lh--.00022;*flgure 10.21. Iterating betteen taper ratio of t .5

B=72;I»lng span

RR-8. 11 ;faspect ratio

0fave-((pl*3.75~2)/.785lK.5;

ACIB0lh-(-.0005)*RR*(0fave/BK2;

KmDlh-[l.01 1.07 1.2j;Iflgure 10.25 using M-2,.18,.76 I c/2-15 degrees

Z»--3.5;*see figure 10.9

AfJIBz»-.012«RR\5*(Z»/B)*(Dfave/B);

etan-0.91jX*tan(17.5)t Imee »lng ttlst of (-3) degrees, see page 397

ACIBet--. 000031 ;I figure 10.26

for Q-1:3,

CIB«f((J)-57.3*(CL(0)*(CIBCI*K»L(Q)*Kf*CIBCIR)+Dlh«(CIBDIh»»:«Dlh(0) 4 ACIBDIh)*ACI|l7

etan*ACIBet );ICIB of the »lng-fuselage combination

end

Bh-21;*horlrontal tall span

Cinhf-.65.*Cin»f ;I ,CI0 of the tall-fuselage combination

CIBh-(Sh*Bh/(S*B)).*CIBhf;*CIB of the horizontal tall

Zv»1;*see figure 10.27

Lv-21;Isee figure 10.27

alf-pl/1B0*[10 1 Ojjlest Imated R.0.R from the respective CI's

CIBv-CyB*((Zv.*cos(alf)-Lv.*sln(alf))/B);*CIB of the vertical tall

C!B-CIR»f*CIBh*C!Bv;Ithe grand total

I

13) CnB-ya«lng moment -due- to-sldesl Ip (10.2.1.1.3)

CnP»"0 • lapprox I not e

Kn-.00165!lflaure 10.28
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Krl-I ,55;I«f Igure 10.29

Sfs-376;lapproxl»ate fuselage side area

Lf-55;Ifueeloge length

CnBf-(-57.3)*Kn*Krl*(Sfs»Lf/(S*B));ICnB of the fuselage

CnBv-(-CyBv)*((Lv.*cos(alfWv.»sln(alf))/B);ICnB of the vertical tall

CnB-Cn8»*Cn0f + CnBv;*the grand total

%

*1) CyBd-sldeforce-due-to-rate of-sldesllp (10.2.5.1)

Slgba-(-.023 -.025 - .028] ;% figure 10.30

Slgbd-[,81.87.90j;*flgure 10.31

Slgbet-(-.02 -.022 -.021];If Igure 10.32

Slgb«f-{.11 .M5 .15];lf Igure 10.33

et-(-3);I*»lng t»l»t In degrees

Lp-26;fquarter chord of wing to quarter chord of vertical tall

Zp-10;ffro» botton of fuselage to quarter chord of the vertical tall

for 0-1:3,

dSlgd0(0)-Slgba(Q)*alf(0)*18O/pl*Slgbd(0)*(Olh/57.3)-Slgbet(0)*et*Slqb»f(0);*eqn,

10.17

CyBd(0)-2*dSlgdB(0)*(Sv/S)*((Lp*co9(alf(0))*2p*sln(alf(0)))/B);Ieqn. 10.16

I

15) CIBd-rollIng »o»ent-due-to-rate of-sldesllp (10.2.5.2)

CIOd(0)-CyBd(0)*((Zp*cos(alf(Q))-Lp*sln(alf(0)))/B);Xeqn. 10.18

t

16) Cn0d-ya»lng »o«ent-due-to-rate of-sldesllp (10.2.5.3)

CnBd(0)-CyBd(0)*((Lp <co8(alf(0))*2p*sln(alf(0)))/B);leqn. 10.19

f

17) Cyp- sldeforce-due-to-rol I rate (10.2.6.1)

Cyp(Q)-2*CyBv*((Zv*co9(alf(0))-l_v*sln(alf(0)))/B);*eqn. 10.50

end

%

18) Clp- rolling »o*ent-due-to-rol I rate (10.2.6.2)

for Q-1:3,

Btta(Q)-(l-HH(Qr2) A
.5;Ieqn. fo.53

Kno(0)-(CLa(0)*Br1a(0))/(2*pl);»eqn. 10.51

end

CLaratlo-1;Xllft coefficient ratio

BC1pk-[-.19 -.18 -,13];Iflgure 10.35

Clpdr-l-1*Z»/(B*8ln(2*pl/180)M2*(Z«/Br2Msln(2*pl/180)K2;*eqn. 10.55

CIpOCLr--. 0015; If Igure 10.36

C0o«-. 0059;! from the COo program

Clph-0;fapproxl»ate from eqn. 10.59

Clpv-CyBv*2*(Zv/B) A
2;«eqn 10.60

for 0-1:3,

Clpdrag(Q)-ClpDCLr*Cl(Qr2-.125*C0o»;*eqn. 10.56

Clp»(0)-BCIpk(0)*(KHa(0)/BMa(0))*CLaratlo*Clpdr*Clpdrag(0);«eqn. 10.52

end

Clp-Clph*Clpu*Clp»|Ithe qrand total (llnelOO)
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I

19) Cno- uamlng moment-due-to-roll rote (10.2.6.3)

Cbor-9.77;in.fl.C.

Xbar-Ojldletance fro* the e.g. to the o.c. (poeltve for a.c. aft of e.g.)

Cnpet-. 0001 |f figure 10.37

C0-cos(Lc1);C02-(co8(Lc1))
A
2;Tn-ton(Lc1);Tn2=tan(Lc»)^2;

CnpCI00-(-f/6)MRR*6MRR*C0)*((Xbar/Cbar)*TR/0R*TR2/12))/(RRM*C0);Xeqn. 10.65

for Q-l:3,

Bnp(0)-(NHn(Q) A
2*C02)".5;Xeqn. 10.61

CnpCIOM(0)-((nnH*CO)/(nn*Bnp(Q)M*CO))*((nn*Bnp(0)* 5*(nR*Bnp(0)*CO)*Tn2)/(nn» 5

*(RR*C0)*TR2))*CnpCI00;*eqn. 10.63

Cnpm(Q)-(-CnpC 1 011(0) )*CL(Q) 'Cnpet *et;*eqn. 10.62

Cnpu(Q)-(-(2/(B
A
2)))*CyBu*(Lu*co9(alf(0))*Zu*9ln(alf(0)))*(Zv*co9(alf(0))-Lu*5ln(

alf(0))-2u);«eqn. 10.67

end

Cnp-Cnpm*Cnpv,f the grand total

%

fback to the longitudinal derivatives briefly

%

19) Clq- llft-due-to-pltch rate (10.2.7.2)

Xm-0;lflgure 10.39

for Q-1:3,

Clq«M0(Q)-(.5*2*Xm/Cbor)*CLa(Q);Ieqn. 10.71

Clq.(Q)-((RR*2*C0)/(RR*Bnp(Q)*2*C0))*Clqml10(Q);leqn. 10.70

Clqh(0)-2*CLah(0)*Ubh*oda;Ieqn. 10.72

end

Clq-Clq«*Clqh,*the grand total

X

110) Cmq- pitching moment -due-to-p I tch rate (10.2.7.3)

for 0-1:3,

Cmq(Q)-1.IM-2)*Clah(Q)*ada*Ubh*(Xbach-Xbcg)|leqn. 10.70 timet 1.1 to account

Ifor the »lng-body component

.

This Is from Roskam's "Rlrplane Flight Oynamlce and

IRutomatlc Flight Controls" book Part I, page 18B.

end

I

Iback to the lat-der derivatives briefly

X

111) Cyr- sldeforce-due-to-yam rate (10. 2. B.I)

for 0-1:3,

Cyr(Q)-(-2)*CyRv*av*cos(alf(Q))+Zv*sln(alf(Q)))/B;*eqn. 10.80

end

|

112) Clr- rolling moment-due-to-yam rate (10.2.8.2)

ClrCL00-.257;tflgure 10.11

ACIrdlh-.083*pl*RR*eln(Lc1)/(RR*1*CO);*eqn. 10.81

ACIret-(-.011);*flgure 10.12

for 0-1:3.
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HU1-1M(nR*(1-Bnp(O) A
2))/(2»Bnp(O)*(nn»0np(O) + 2*CO)))*((nn*Bnp(O) + 2*CO)/(nn*Bnp(O

)*1*C0))*T02/8;*nu«erator of eqn. 10.83

DE1-l*((flR*2*C0)/(nR+1*C0))*TA2/8;*denoi»inator of eqn. 10.83

ClrCL0f1(g)-(NU1/DE1)*ClrCL00:leqn. 10.83

Clr»(0)-CL(Q)*C1rCLOr1(0)+ACIrdlh*Olh*ACIret*e(}Ieqn. 10.82

Clru(0)-(-(2/(8 A
2)))*CyRuMLu*co8(alf(0)) + Zu*8ln(alf(0)))*(Zy*co3(alf(0))-Lu*9ln(

alf(0)));*eqn. 10.87

end
,

Clr-Clr»*Clrv;Ithe grand total

I 1

113) Cnr- yaelng »onent-due-to-ya» rate (10.2.8.3)

CnrCLr-0;f figure 10.11

CnrCDo-(-.35);«flgure 10.15

for 0-1:3,

Cnr.(Q)-CnrCLr*CL(0r2*CnrCDo*CDo»jfeqn. 10.87

Cnrv(0)-(2/(B~2))*CyDv*av*cos(alf(g))*Zv*sln(alf(0))K2;Xeqn. 10.88

end

Cnr-Cnr»*Cnrv;Ithe grand total

I

fElevator control derivatives (10.3.2)

1

Kb-.17;*flgure 8.52

CldCldt-.82;I i flgure 8.I5. Noteithe elevator-to-hor. tall chord ratio 8. the

lal leron-to-chord ratio are about the same. This le Important for section 17).

Cldt-5.2;lflgure 8.H
Kprl»e"l ;Iapproxli»ate (figure 8.13)

RdCLRdcl-1.02;*flgure 8.53

Rlfde-Kb*CldCldt*Cldt*fldCLRdcl*(Kprliie/(2*pl*.88));*»eqn. 10.91

I

111) ClAe- llft-due-to-elevator (10.3.2.2)

for 0-1:3,

CLIh(0)-ada*(Sh/S)*CLah(0);«eqn. 10.91

ClAe(Q)-Rlfde*CLIh(0),'*eqn. 10.95

end

%

115) C»Ae- pitching »o»ent -due-to-elevator (10.3.2.3)

for 0"':3,

C*lh(Q)-ada*Ubh*(-CLah(0));*eqn. 10.91

C«Ae(0)-fllfde*C»lh(0);«eqn. 10.95

end

I

Ifllleron control derivatives (10.3.5)

%

116) CyAa- sldeforce-due-to-al leron (10.3.5.1)

CyAo-0;Ieqn. 10.105

f

117) CUa- rolllnq oient-due-to-al leron (10.3.5.1)
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bCpUk-t.1 .395 .385j;Iflgure 10.16b
for g-i :3,

CplA(0)-(KHa(0)/BI1a(0)) ,bCplAk(0);Xeqn. 10. 107

nifdelo(0)-(CldC!dt*Cldt)/CLa(0);Ieqn. 10.109.

CU(0)-fllfdela(0)*CplA(0);*eqn. 10.108

end

CI*a-2*ClA;Ieqn. 10.113

f

118) CrtAa- ya»lng »o»ent -due-to-al leron (10.3.5.1)

Ka--.ll5;Iflgure 10.18

for 0-1:3,

CnAa(0)-Ka*CL(0)*ClAa(Q);*eqn. 10.111

end

f

119) CyAr- eldeforce-due-to-al leron (10.3.8.1)

Sv2-90;*total vertical (all area

Kp2-.8;Iflgure 8.13

CldCldt2-.82;I«f Igure 8.15

Cldt2-5.7;Iflgure 8.11

for 0-1:3,

CyAr(0)-CLah(0)*Kp2*Kb«CldCldt2*Cldt2*(Su2/S);*eqn. 10.123

end

f

120) CUr- rolling onent-due-to-al leron (10.3.8.2)

for 0-1:3,

ClAr(Q)-CyAr(0)*((Zv»co8(alf(0))-Lv»9ln(alf(Q)))/B);Xeqn. |o.J21

end

f

121) CnAr- ya»lng onent-due-to-al leron (10.3.8.3)

for Q'l:3,

CnAr(0)-(-CyAr(0))*((Lu«co9(alf(0))*Zw*9ln(alf(0)))/B);Ieqn. 10.125

end

%
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APPENDIX J

XThls program »lll calculate the dynamic characteristics of the flEU aircraft.
The programming Is based on the dynamic approximations presented In Etkln's

book, First edition, 51959, Chapters 6 8. 7. Stability Derivatives are acquired

from the Stability DerXlvatlve program.

I

llongl tudlnal modes

%

Hass-53000/32.2;Xmass In slugs

Cbar-9.77jXmean aerodynamic chord

S-639;Xmlng reference area

L1-Cbar/2;lpage 192 (longitudinal only)

001 -. 0023769 ;fdensity at sea level

R02-. 0023769*. 3106;Xdenslty at 35000 ft.

nUI-f1ass/(R01*S*L1);Xpage 192

(1U2-nass/(R02*S*L1);Xpage 192

CL-11.2113 0.7214 0.2890]; Ire ference CL. From Stab. Der. program

C0-[0.0956 0.0157 0.0211 ];Xreference CO. From Stab. Der. program

CLa-[1.6220 5.1700 6.2500];Xreference CLa. From Stab. Der. program

CDu-t-0.3021 -0.1030 -0.0161];lreference COu. From Stab. Der. program

alf-pl/180*[10 1 0];Xestlmated R.O.fl from the respective CI's

f

Xphugold modes

Unp(1)-CL(1)/(sqrt(2)*MU1);Xeqn.(6.7,1) assuming negligible Czu and Czq

Unp(2)-CL(2)/(sqrt(2)*11U2);Xeqn.(6.7,1) assuming negligible Czu and Czq

Unp(3)-CL(3)/(sqrt(2)*f1U2);Xeqn. (6.7,1) assuming negligible Czu and Czq

for 0-1:3,

Cxu(Q)-(-2)*(CD(Q)*CL(0)*tan(alf(Q)))-CDu(0);Xpage | 50 (||)

Zep(Q)-(-Cxu(0))/(2*sqrt(2)*CL(0));Xeqn. (6.7,1) assuming negligible Czu and Czq

Udp(Q)«sqrt(1-Zep(0)~2)*Unp(0);Xdamplng frequency

Tp(0)-(2*pl)/Udp(Q);Xperlod

end

Charl-[1 (2*Zsp(l)*Unp(1)) Unp(l )
A2j;Xcharacterlst Ic equation

Char2-[! (2*Zep(2)*Unp(2)) Unp(2)
A2];*character 1st Ic equation

Char3=tt (2*Zep(3)*Unp(3) ) Unp(3)~2];Xcharacter 1st Ic equation

R1-roots(Charl );Xthe roots

R2-roots(Char2);Xthe roots

R3-roots(Char3) jXthe roots

t

Xshort period modes

•yy"71176;Xmoment of Inertia from the CG program

lb1-lyy/(R01*S*L1"3);Xnon-dlmenslonal moment of Inertia. Page 192.

lb2-lyy/(R02*S*LP3)!lnon-dlmenslonal moment of Inertia. Page 192.

Cza«(-1)*(CLa*CD);Xeqn.(5.2,3)

Cma-l-1.1811 -1.2666 -1 .5312j,'Xfrom stabl I Ity derlvat Ive program

Cmq-[-7.8521 -8.7682 -1 1 .5919];Xfrom stabl 1 1 ty derlvat Ive program

Cmad-[-2.3556 -2.6301 -3. 1785];Xfrom stabl I Ity derlvat Ive program

Uns(l)-9qrt((Cza(l)*C»a(l)-2*r1UI*C»a(l))/(2*riU1*lbl)):Xeqn.(6.7 1
7) assumlnq
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negligible Czadot and Czq

for 0-2:3;

IJn 9 (Q)-eqrt((Cra(0)*C»q((?)-2*nU2 >Ciita(0))/(2*f1U2*lb2));Ieqn.(6.7,7) assuming

negligible Czadot and Czq

end

Ze8(l)-(-1)*((2*ftU1*C«q(l) + lbl*Cza(l)*2*nUI*Cfnad(t))/(2*(2*nUI*lbl*(Cza(l)*Cmr1 (l)

-2*t1U1*Cma(1 )) )"
, 5) ) ;Ieqn. (6. 7,7) assuming negligible Czadot and Czq

for Q-2:3,

Zea((?)-(-l)*((2 tnU2*C((iq(0)*lb2*Cza(0) + 2*rlU2*Cmad(0))/(2*(2*MU2*lb2*(Cza(0)*Cmq(0)

-2*f1U2*Cma(0)))~5));*eqn. (6.7,7) assuming negligible Czadot bnd Czq

end

for 0-»:3,

Uds(0)-9qrt(t-Zes(Q)~2)*Uns(0);*daiiplng frequency

Ts(0)-(2*pl)/Uds(Q);fperlod

end

Charls-[1 (2*Zes< I )*Uns( 1 )) Uns( I
)~2] ;fcharacter 1st Ic equation

Char2s-[l (2*Zes(2)*Uns(2)) Uns(2)"2] jlcharaeter I st Ic equation

Char3s-{1 (2*Zes(3)*Uns(3) ) Uns(3)"2l;Icharacter I st Ic equation

nis-roots(Charls) jlthe roots

R2s-roots(Char2s) ;Ithe roots

n3s-roots(Char3s);Ithe roots

I

ILateral-Dlrect lonal modes

t

B"72;I»lng span

L2-B/2;lpage 226

I xx- 1 00006 ;fmoment of Inertia from the CG program

lzz-147693;fmoment of Inertia from the CG program

lxz--M.9335;fmoment of Inertia from the CG program

la1-lxx/(R01*S*L2~3);fnon-dlmenslonal moment of Inertia. Page 192.

la2-lxx/(R02*S*L2~3)}fnon-dlmenslonal moment of Inertia. Page 192.

lc1-lzz/(R01*S*L2*3);*non-dlmenslonal moment of Inertia. Page 192.

lc2-lzz/(R02*S*L2"3),'Inon-dlmenslonal moment of Inertia. Page 192.

leMxz/(R01*S*L2~3);*non-dlmenslonal moment of Inertia. Page 192.

le2-lxz/(R02*S*L2"3);*non-dlmenslonal moment of Inertia. Page 192.

Cy0=-0.5877;Ifrom stability derluatlue program

Cyr-0.2137;f from stability derluatlue program

Clp-[-2.1765 -2.5993 -2.8M0];*from stabl 1 1 ty derluat lue program

C1r=[0.4717 0.3620 0. 2667J ;*from stabl I I ty derluat lue program

Cnp-[0.1319 0.0764 0.0291 ];» from stabl I I ty derluat lue program

Cnr-[-0.0855 -0.0818 -0.0833] ;*from stabl 1 1 ty derluat lue program

CIR-I-0.I279 -0.1307 -0. 1273];Xfrom stabl 1 1 ty derluat lue program

Cyp-{0.0023 -0.0235 -0.0106];*from stabl I Ity derluat lue program

Cnp-[0.0576 0.0571 0.0560] jlfrom stabl I Ity derluat lue program

I

R(1)-2*f1U1*(lal*lc1-ler2)}*polynomlal coefficient. eqn.(7.1,3)

R(2)-2*nU2Mla2*lc2-le2~2):Ipolunomlal coefficient. ean.(7.1.3)
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R(3)-fi(2);

B(l)-CyB*(ler2-lal*lcl)-2*HUI«(lcl*Clp(1)*lol*Cnr(l)*le1*(Clr(l)*Cnp(1)));«polun
omlol coefficient. eqn.(7.1,3)

for 0-2:3,

0(O)-Cyf)*(le2
A
2-la2*lc2)-2*nU2*(lc2*Clp(O) + la2*Cnr(O) + le2*(Clr(O) +Cnp(O)));Xpolun

omlal coefficient. eqn.(7.1,3)

end

C(1)-2*f1U1*(Cnr(1)*Clp(1)-Cnp(1)*Clr(1)*lal*CnO(1)Hel*CI(J(1))Ho1*(CyB*Cnr(l)-rn

n(1)*Cyr)*lcl*(Cy|3*Clp(l)-Cin(1)*Cyp(l))*lel*(Cyl3*Cnp(l)-Cn(3(l)*Cyp(l)+Clr(l)*CyR

-Cyr*CIB(1));*polynomlal coefficient. eqn.(7.1,3)

for 0-2:3,

C(Q)-2*HU2*(Cnr(0)*Clp(Q)-Cnp(0)*Clr(Q)Ho2*CnB(Q)*le2*CI0(Q))*la2*(Cyr}*Cnr(0)Cn

n(0)*Cyr)+lc2*(CyO*Clp(0)-CID(0)*Cyp(0)) + le2*(CyO*Cnp(0)-Cnn(0)*Cyp(0) + Clr(0) tCun

-Cyr*CIB(0));*polynoiilal coefficient. eqn.(7.1,3)

end

D(1)-CyfJ*(Cfr(1)*Cnp(1)-Cnr(1)*Clp(!))»Cyp(1)*(CIB(1)*Cnr(1)-CnB(1) tClr(1))*(2*nil

1-Cyr)*(CIB(1)*Cnp(l)-CnB(l)*Clp(1))-CL(1)*(lcl*CIB(1)*le1»CnB(1));»polyno*lal

coefficient. eqn.(7.l,3)

for 0-2:3,

D(0)-CyB*(Clr(0)*Cnp(0)-Cnr(0)*Clp(0))*Cyp(0)*(CIB(0)*Cnr(0)-CnB(0) tClr(0))*(2*IHI

2-Cyr)*(CIB(0)*Cnp(0)-CnB(0) tClp(0))-CL(0)*dc2*CIB(0) + le2'CnB(0));Xpolynomlol

coefficient. eqn.(7.1,3)

end

E(1)-CL(1)*(CIB(1)*Cnr(1)-CnB(D*Clr(l));«polyno*lal coefficient. eqn.(7.1,3)

for 0-2:3,

E(0)-CL(0)*(CIB(0)*Cnr(0)-CnB(0)*Clr(0));Xpolynomlal coefficient. eqn.(7.1,3)

end

f

CharL01-[R(t) B(1) C(l) 0(1) E( t ) J ;Xcharocter I et Ic equation

ChorLD2-[R(2) B(2) C(2) D(2) E(2)];lcharacterlst Ic equation

CharLD3-[R(3) B(3) C(3) DO) E(3)];*character let Ic equation

nLDI-roote(CharLD1);lthe roots

nL02-roote(CharLD2)jIthe roote

RLD3-roots(CharLD3);*the roots

[UnL1,ZeL1J - DRMP(CharLD1 ) ;fnatural frequency and damping ratio

[UnL2,ZeL2] - 0RMP(CharL02) ;Inatural frequency and damping ratio

[UnL3,ZeL3] - DRf1P(Charl_D3);Inatural frequency and damping ratio

UdLI-eqrtO-ZeU ."2)
. *Unl_l ;Xdamping frequency

TL1-(2*pl)/UdL1;*perlod

UdL2-sqrt ( 1 -ZeL2 .

A
2 )

. *UnL2 ; Idamp I ng frequency

TL2-(2*pl)/UdL2;Xperlod

UdL3-sqrt ( I -ZeL3
.

"2) . *UnL3 ; Idamp I ng frequency

TL3-(2*pl)/UdL3;Xperlod

I
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